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1. Introduction 

Web-based education has proven to be a very productive application area for adaptive 
hypermedia (Brusilovsky 1996, 2001; Knutov et al. 2009). Many adaptive Web-based 
educational systems explore a wide range of adaptive hypermedia techniques (such as page 
content or media adaptation, link annotation, hiding, or generation) and attempt to use various 
characteristics of a student (goals, knowledge, learning style, etc.) as sources of adaptation. 
Many cases of success have been reported. According to the results of published studies, the use 
of adaptive hypermedia helped to improve student learning, enabled students to more quickly 
achieve their learning goals, reduced navigational overhead, and increased student satisfaction 
(Olston,Chi 2003; Kavcic 2004; Davidovic et al. 2003; Brusilovsky,Eklund 1998; Hothi et al. 
2000; Triantafillou et al. 2004). Despite all the demonstrated benefits, the use of adaptive 
educational hypermedia systems in practical education is still rather modest. Instead, the global 
Web-based education market is covered by far less sophisticated learning management systems 
(LMS), which offer minimal (or no) personalization. 

The low use of adaptive hypermedia in everyday Web-based education has been often 
attributed to the complexity of authoring adaptive educational applications (Brusilovsky 2003) 
and the lack of proper authoring tools. In response to this recognized need, the adaptive 
hypermedia research community developed a range of authoring tools, frameworks, and toolkits 
(De Bra et al. 2003; Weber et al. 2001; Cristea,Aroyo 2002; Brusilovsky et al. 1998; Carmona et 
al. 2002; Vassileva 1998; Aroyo,Dicheva 2001; De Bra et al. 2013; Specht,Oppermann 1998). 
These tools certainly helped to reduce the authoring barrier for adaptive educational hypermedia, 
yet they failed to produce a visible impact on everyday practice. While a number of adaptive 
courses and applications were produced using such tools, they were predominantly authored by 
academics either for their own courses or in collaboration with instructors. However, these tools 
have not been embraced by regular instructors for their authoring needs in the same way that 
they adopted traditional learning management systems.  

Our experience with practical use of one of these authoring tools – InterBook (Brusilovsky 
et al. 1998) – has demonstrated that the source of problems is not just the technical complexity of 
the authoring process (which can be dramatically decreased by the authoring tool), but also its 
conceptual complexity. This complexity is caused by the dominant approach to knowledge and 
content structuring in adaptive educational hypermedia – concept-based adaptation. It assumes 
relatively fine-grained domain models with dozens to hundreds of concepts (often connected by 
links) and expects each educational content element to be indexed with several domain concepts. 
The concept-based approach is known to be very powerful: adaptive hypermedia systems based 
on this approach were able to achieve very sophisticated and precise adaptation. Not 
surprisingly, nearly all known authoring tools focus on supporting concept-based adaptive 
hypermedia. While it helps teams with adaptive educational hypermedia expertise to produce 
strong courses with sophisticated adaptation, we believe that might make the authoring process 
too complicated for regular instructors. In our own collaboration with instructors, we have 
observed that all components of the concept-based authoring process (creating fine-grained 
concept-level domain models, linking concepts to each other, and indexing content with 
concepts) are difficult procedures for instructors to comprehend and master. They think about the 
learning domain in terms of more coarse-grained topics structuring the curricula of their courses 
and are used to classifying each element of educational content as belonging to a certain topic, 
rather than indexing it with multiple concepts (Brusilovsky 2012). 
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The barrier between the complexity of modern concept-based authoring of adaptive 
hypermedia and the instructors’ topic-oriented thinking about the domain could be resolved in 
several ways: (1) keep authoring in the hands of professionals while employing instructors as 
domain experts rather than authors; (2) increase the level of intelligence of authoring tools to 
automatically perform domain concept elicitation and content indexing; or (3) use to a less 
sophisticated approach of domain modeling and content structuring, which is closer to teachers’ 
“native” understanding of the domain. While the first approach emerged as a popular practice 
and the second one provoked a stream of interesting research (Lawless et al. 2008; 
Smith,Blandford 2003; Specht et al. 2002; Wang,Taylor 2007; Hatala et al. 2009; Brusilovsky et 
al. 2006; Brusilovsky et al. 2005b; Sosnovsky et al. 2004; Sosnovsky et al. 2012; Apted et al. 
2004), this paper focuses on our experience with less-investigated third approach. 

Over the last several years, we have explored a simpler teacher-oriented approach to 
knowledge structuring, user modeling (UM) and adaptation in educational adaptive hypermedia, 
which we call the topic-based approach. The goal of our research has been to investigate the 
extent to which simplified instructor-oriented coarse-grained domain conceptualization can 
produce useful and efficient adaptive educational hypermedia. To explore the properties of this 
approach, we developed a topic-based adaptive hypermedia service QuizGuide, which provides 
personalized access to self-assessment learning material by guiding students to the most 
appropriate quizzes. The original version of QuizGuide was developed for the C programming 
domain (Brusilovsky,Sosnovsky 2005a). The success of this version encouraged us to implement 
QuizGuide for two more domains: SQL (Sosnovsky et al. 2008) and Java programming (Hsiao et 
al. 2010). By now, approximately 2000 students have used these three versions of the system in 
more than 90 courses. Altogether, the students answered more than 50,000 questions while 
receiving navigation support from QuizGuide.  

This paper reports the results of our work on topic-based UM and adaptation, and presents 
an extensive evaluation of the approach. Section 2 introduces the topic-based approach and its 
specific application for C programming in QuizGuide. Section 3 explains important details of the 
implementation of the original QuizGuide system. Section 4 presents the evaluation experiment, 
including the context and design of the studies, the subject population and the collected data. It 
also overviews the range of methods we used for evaluating various aspects of QuizGuide. The 
results of analyses conducted according to these methods are reported in the next four sections. 
This part is the centerpiece of the paper and we believe that its value goes beyond an evaluation 
of a specific system or approach, but can be used as a reference point by other researchers 
examining their adaptive e-Learning solutions.  

Section 5 provides a comprehensive overview of the effects QuizGuide has on a range of 
learning parameters, including knowledge gain, motivation and performance within the system. 
Section 6 uses student log data to thoroughly evaluate multiple layers of QuizGuide 
personalization approach. It starts by examining the quality of the designed topic-based domain 
model and the precision of knowledge assessment supported by an average topic. It continues 
with the student modeling mechanism employed in QuizGuide and compares its against 
Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (Corbett,Anderson 1995) in terms of predictive validity. Finally, it 
evaluates the impact of adaptive annotations generated by QuizGuide on student behavior. 
Section 7 takes a deeper look into the global navigational patterns shown by students and 
outlines the differences in students’ self-regulated work with quizzes with and without 
adaptation. Section 8 reports the results of the students’ evaluation of the system based on a set 
of post-course questionnaires.  
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Section 9 presents a brief overview of seminal work on student modeling in adaptive 
educational systems (AES). Section 10 discussed the main results of the paper and the prospects 
of the topic-based approach. Finally, Section 11 indicates potential directions for future work and 
concludes the paper. Altogether, this paper attempts to attract attention to the topic-based 
approach as a possible alternative for organizing adaptive hypermedia systems, offer a practical 
example of its implementation, and provide empirical evidence that highlights strong and weak 
sides of this approach.  

2. Topic-based approach to knowledge modeling and adaptation 

2.1. TOPIC-BASED CONTENT MODELING 

The complexity of adaptive content creation primarily originates in the complexity of the 
domain models used in modern AESs. The more detailed and precise the modeling is, the more 
accurately the system can assess student knowledge; therefore, the more effectively it can 
potentially adapt its content to the individual student. However, the important questions are: 
Where does the “golden mean” lie? What is the best tradeoff between the model precision and 
model complexity, and between the effectiveness of adaptation and the ease of development? 
Can we reduce the authoring effort without jeopardizing the quality of adaptation? 

Our collaboration with instructors interested in developing adaptive hypermedia content 
encouraged us to explore a minimalist topic-based approach toward domain modeling and 
content structuring. Its key idea is subdividing the subject to be taught into coarse-grained 
domain units (topics) and classifying each piece of educational content as belonging to exactly 
one of these topics. With this approach, the number of domain knowledge elements remains easy 
to manage, and the procedure of domain and content modeling, essentially, replicates the process 
of course design that many teachers follow. Separating the body of learning material into topics 
(or lectures) is a natural task for a classroom teacher preparing a course. It is also very common 
for a teacher to assign content (instructional texts, exercises, examples, demonstrations, etc.) to 
one of the lectures or topics. In fact, the success of modern LMS (Brusilovsky,Miller 2001) 
offering a simple interface for creating content folders and sorting the content into these folders, 
provide strong evidence that this approach is close to a teachers’ own conceptualizations of 
course subjects. 

An example of topic-based content modeling supported by the QuizGuide system is 
provided in Figure 1. Here, a course is structured into a sequence of Topics ordered along the 
course schedule. In simple cases, every Topic corresponds to a single lecture (or, in a more 
general sense, one of the top-level course Goals). However, it is not a rule – a teacher can 
allocate as much time for a topic as required to cover a coherent set of ideas and concepts 
encapsulated in a topic. As a result, one Goal (lecture) can combine one or more smaller Topics; 
however, if necessary, a complex but coherent Topic can be spread over several Goals. In total, 
QuizGuide’s domain model consists of 22 Topics divided between 15 Goals. The educational 
content in QuizGuide is formed by a set of self-assessment Quizzes (their nature is explained in 
the next section). Following the topic-based content organization, each Quiz is associated with 
one of the course Topics. A Quiz is a composite educational activity – it consists of a sequence of 
individual traceable Questions. However, Questions can be accessed only sequentially within a 
Quiz; therefore, content assignment is done on the level of Quizzes. 
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Figure 1: Topic-based content modeling in QuizGuide 

While a topic-based content organization similar to the one shown in Figure 1 was used in 
numerous practical courses and textbooks, it was regarded as too simple for a meaningful 
personalization. Even those rare adaptive systems, which used topic-level domain models and 
grouped content into topics, tried to extend this basic approach in some way (Papanikolaou et al. 
2003; Virvou,Moundridou 2001; Conejo et al. 2004; Stern,Woolf 1998; Eliot et al. 1997; Specht 
et al. 1997). Those extensions enabled more sophisticated personalization, but they also made the 
content models of the systems more difficult to manage. In contrast, the main challenge of our 
research was to explore the potential of the “native” version of the topic-based approach for UM 
and adaptation. Our challenge was twofold: (1) how to model student knowledge based on the 
coarse-grained domain structure and the history of student’s interactions with topically organized 
educational content, and (2) how to use a topic-based model of student knowledge to provide 
meaningful and useful adaptation of educational content. 

2.2. TOPIC-BASED STUDENT MODELING 

One goal of our project was to demonstrate that a pure topic-based course organization 
could provide a basis for meaningful student modeling on at least two levels – knowledge and 
goals. For modeling knowledge, we used a traditional weighted overlay student model (VanLehn 
1988; Brusilovsky,Millán 2007), where student knowledge is represented as an overlay of the 
topic structure (i.e., for each topic, the system maintains an estimation of student knowledge of 
this topic). QuizGuide uses a numeric version of the overlay model (representing knowledge of 
each topic as a real number between 0 and 1) with no propagation between topics; however, 
more sophisticated fuzzy or Bayesian models could be used as well (Jameson 2001). The 
knowledge model is updated by tracking student activity with educational content. The update 
process is as simple and straightforward as the topic-based organization itself: each student’s 
success or failure with a piece of educational content (a page is read, a question is answered, an 
animation is watched, etc.) causes a change in student knowledge level for the topic to which this 
content belongs. 

To model learning goals, we also exploited an approach following everyday teaching 
practice: learning goals are mapped into the course lectures and organized along the course 
schedule (see Figure 1). In a typical course, each topic is presented in a specific lecture on a 
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specific date according to the course curriculum, and, at each moment of time, students are 
expected to focus on the current topic(s). To reflect this classroom practice, QuizGuide maintains 
the course schedule, which associates each topic with the date of its presentation. The ability to 
use a course schedule for goal modeling is a benefit of topic-level organization with its clear 
relations between topics and lectures. When annotating topics with adaptive icons, QuizGuide 
takes into account not only the individual progress of a student with the learning content, but also 
the association of topics with the current learning goal. 

It is important to stress that the topic-based student modeling is universal. While the 
implementation of the approach presented in this paper has been done for a particular C 
programming course, it can be used with little or no modification in other domains and for other 
types of educational content. The focus of this approach is to track student knowledge and goals 
as an overlay of domain topics and to use the topic-based content organization to map student 
actions to student knowledge. Figure 2 visualizes the topic-based UM and adaptation approach as 
a general framework. Within this framework, we implemented a specific adaptation approach 
presented in the next subsection that uses adaptive link annotation as the key adaptation 
technology. 

 

Figure 2. A topic-based adaptive system 

2.3. TOPIC-BASED ADAPTIVE NAVIGATION SUPPORT 

The idea of topic-based adaptation in QuizGuide is directing students to the most 
appropriate topics by presenting the content of their individual student models in the form of 
navigational cues. Every topic link in QuizGuide is annotated with an icon combining the 
relation of the topic to the current learning goal and the current state of knowledge demonstrated 
with the corresponding learning material. As a result, a student is constantly aware of her 
performance and is able to focus on the parts of the course most important to her/him. This 
adaptation approach is combination of open student modeling (Bull 2004; Self 1990) and 
adaptive navigation support (Brusilovsky 2007). 

Figure 3 presents a snapshot of the QuizGuide student interface. The left frame provides 
students with the annotated list of links to all topics available in the course. A click on a topic 
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link unfolds/folds links to the quizzes available for this topic. It allows students to organize their 
working space by opening only the quizzes that they want to focus on. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 3. Interface of QuizGuide 

The right frame of the interface contains a question that a student is currently working on. 
All quizzes and questions used in this study were provided by the QuizPACK system that was 
developed by our group (Brusilovsky,Sosnovsky 2005b). QuizPACK focuses on a special 
category of questions used in programming courses – code-execution questions. This type of 
question presents a student with a fragment of programming code and asks her/him to predict an 
outcome of this code (Figure 3a). QuizPACK can ask for two kinds of outcomes: the value of a 
particular variable or a string to be printed to the console by the code of the question. One of the 
core features of QuizPACK is the parameterized nature of its questions. One constant within a 
question code is randomly generated. As a result, every time a question loads, its content and 
expected correct response will be different. After the student gives an answer and hits the 
"submit" button, the system generates a feedback screen. This screen indicates the correctness of 
the answer (correct/incorrect) and provides the correct response, if the student has made a 
mistake (Figure 3b). It also presents the original text of the question; this allows the student to re-
think the question and the answer. To attempt the question again with a different value of the 
generated parameter, the student can click the "REPEAT LAST QUESTION" link. To move to 
the next question, the student clicks the “NEXT QUESTION” link. 

For annotating topic links, QuizGuide uses large “target-arrow” icons (Figure 4 
summarizes them). The icons deliver two kinds of information to a student: 

− individual performance of the student on the quizzes associated with the topic 
− relevance of the topic to the current learning goal within the course 
The number of arrows (from 0 to 3) in the target reflects the amount of knowledge 

demonstrated for the topic. It is a simplified view of the student knowledge model (a mapping of 
a positive real number representing a knowledge level into a simpler 0-3 integer scale). If no (or 
very little) knowledge has been demonstrated yet for the topic, the target will be empty, which 
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invites the student to concentrate on this topic. Once the student starts giving correct answers to 
the questions of the topic’s quizzes, the target-icon “starts receiving” arrows, indicating the 
increase in student knowledge. After a sufficient number of correct answers, the system collects 
enough evidence of student knowledge to annotate the topic with the “3-arrows target” – the 
highest level of mastery. 

 

Figure 4. Topic-based annotations in QuizGuide: top – levels of topic goal, bottom – levels of topic knowledge 

The color of the topic icon designates the relevance of the topic to the current learning 
goal. As the teacher of the course introduces new topics, QuizGuide annotates them with bright-
blue icons representing the current learning goal of the course and inviting students to focus on 
them. Topics that have not yet been introduced are annotated with crossed-out target icons 
hinting that students might not be ready for their quizzes yet. Topics that have been introduced 
earlier in the course are no longer the focus of learning; QuizGuide indicates so by annotating 
them with two different pale colors. Topics that are prerequisites for any of the current learning 
goals are marked with pale-blue target icons. If a student has insufficient knowledge of those 
topics, she is likely to have problems with the current topics as well. Pale-blue annotations help 
students to remedy such situations by attracting their attention to the topics that are potentially 
useful within the context of the current learning goal. Pale-grey icons annotate past topics that 
are not prerequisites to the current topics. Thus, that the availability of topic prerequisites allows 
to distinguish between four goal states of a topic instead of regular three. 

It is easy to observe that topic link annotation in QuizGuide combines two kinds of 
adaptation: individual progress-based adaptation and group goal-based adaptation. QuizGuide 
annotations inform students about individual and group-level value of the quizzes behind 
annotated links, trying to direct students to the best learning content at any particular moment of 
time. Nevertheless, following the adaptive hypermedia tradition, QuizGuide does not restrict 
access to educational content in any way. The students can access any topics, even those that 
have not been introduced yet. 

QuizGuide employs icon-based (vs. text-based) link annotation, which helps students to 
immediately recognize a topic state, but also requires some time to remember the meaning of all 
annotations. To help students learn and understand annotations, QuizGuide dynamically 
generates mouse-over textual hints for all icons. The detailed help explaining all interface 
elements of the system is available as well. 

3. Implementation of Topic-Based Student Modeling and Adaptation in QuizGuide 

QuizGuide follows the traditional content-based adaptation procedure. It can be divided 
into three stages: 

− The teacher defines the domain model (the topic-based structure of the course), the 
content model (connections between topics and quizzes) and the goal model (association 
of topics with the schedule of lectures/goals); 
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− UM server CUMULATE (Brusilovsky et al. 2005a) infers individual knowledge levels 
based on students’ interaction with QuizPACK quizzes and the constructed content 
model; 

− Adaptation module of QuizGuide merges individual models of student knowledge with 
the current goal of the course to generate adaptive annotations. 

This section provides important details about the implementation of each of these stages in 
QuizGuide. It also outlines the architecture of the system to explain how different components 
interact with each other. 

3.1. ARCHITECTURE 

Architecturally, QuizGuide is implemented as a value-added adaptive service. QuizGuide 
acts as an intermediary between the student and the learning content. Using the current state of 
each student’s knowledge model, it generates adaptive link annotations. Potentially, it can work 
with any learning content, as long as the system proving the content is capable of reporting 
student actions to the user-modeling server. This paper focuses on QuizGuide application in C 
programming courses, for which the learning content (quizzes) is served by the QuizPACK 
system. However, QuizGuide has been also used to provide adaptive navigation support for SQL 
problems served by the SQL-KnoT system (Brusilovsky et al. 2010), and Java programming 
questions served by QuizJET (Hsiao et al. 2009). Figure 5 presents the architecture of QuizGuide 
and shows the flow of communication between the UM server (CUMULATE), the content 
provider (QuizPACK) and the adaptive service (QuizGuide). QuizPACK, working in a separate 
HTML frame, evaluates students’ answers and sends records to CUMULATE using the standard 
HTTP protocol. Every record contains an exhaustive report about the attempt, including user id, 
session id, application id, quiz id, question id and the result of the attempt (correct/incorrect). 
CUMULATE augments this information with the timestamp and stores the record for model 
inference. 

Peter Brusilovsky� 7/27/2016 10:35 AM
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Figure 5. QuizGuide architecture 

 
To generate annotations, QuizGuide sends an HTTP request to CUMULATE specifying 

the user id and the domain id. CUMULATE retrieves the relevant activity of the user, computes 
new levels of her knowledge for the topics and sends it back to QuizGuide as an XML report. 
QuizGuide extracts the knowledge levels from the XML report, merges them with the time-based 
learning goal information to identify current, passed, prerequisite and not-ready topics, and 
generates annotations. The annotated list is presented in the left frame of the student browser, 
while the question on which the student is currently working is loaded in the right frame. 
 

3.2. CONTENT MODELING 

Every topic in QuizGuide is, essentially, a bag of content (quizzes). Each quiz is assigned 
to the most appropriate topic. The quizzes can have different influences on the topics to which 
they are assigned. Quizzes can differ in difficulty and coverage of the learning material 
important for mastering the topic. A teacher can model this contribution by assigning the 
percentage of the topical knowledge that a student can earn by completing a quiz. Once all 
quizzes are completed the topic is mastered. Consequently, the content model of QuizGuide 
contains the list of topics – each connected by weighted relations to the corresponding quizzes 
(Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Topic-based content modeling in QuizGuide 

The topic-based model of a course can either be a simple flat list ordered along the course 
schedule or have some structural relationships between the topics themselves. In order to take 
more advantage of the goal-based adaptation (i.e., generate four goal states), we have connected 
the C-programming topics to each other with the “isPrerequisiteFor”-relation. This relation 
models not the domain-driven structural connectivity, but the pedagogically-driven dependencies 
between pieces of associated content. In other words, if Topic1 is connected to Topic2 with the 
“isPrerequisiteFor” relation, it means that some of the questions inside Topic2 require students 
to know learning material trained by some of the Topic1’s questions. For example, in the 
QuizGuide’s model, the topic “loops (for)” is a prerequisite for the topic “arrays” (see Figure 7). 
It does not imply that in every possible implementation of the C-programming domain, arrays 
require knowledge of for-loop; but for this particular course, students working with the quizzes 
on arrays need to have knowledge of for-loop. Topic-based modeling speaks the language of a 
classroom teacher. It does not demand understanding the principles of domain semantics in order 
to connect topics to each other, but relies on the teacher ability to identify the pedagogical 
dependencies between topics used in the course. 
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Figure 7. Topic-based structure of the C-Programming course (links represent isPrerequisiteFor relation) 

3.3. USER MODELING  

The maintenance and update of topic-based student models is performed by the user-
modeling server CUMULATE (Brusilovsky et al. 2005a). CUMULATE represents information 
about a user on two levels: the event storage and the inferred model. The event storage 
accumulates information about all students interactions reported by content-providing 
applications (such as QuizPACK). The event storage is open to a variety of inference agents that 
process the event data in different ways and convert it into a more familiar form of name-value 
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pairs that altogether form the inferred user models. The architecture of CUMULATE allows 
developing multiple inference agents, which can compute different user parameters using 
different methods. 

The inference agent used by QuizGuide implemented a relatively straightforward “Average 
of sums of averages” modeling formula for student knowledge computation: 

, where           (1) 

Ki – current level of knowledge for ith topic, 
Ni – number of quizzes participating in ith topic, 
Mj – number of questions in jth quiz, 
wij - weigh (contribution) of jth quiz in ith topic 
xjk – number of correct attempts for the kth question of jth quiz, 
zjk – total number of attempts for the kth question of jth quiz. 

This formula is consistent with the topic-based content modeling approach described 
above, as it measures the demonstrated knowledge on a topic by averaging the progress on its 
quizzes and questions. A student needs to complete all questions in a quiz to achieve the 
maximum knowledge level for this quiz. Similarly, if the student completes a quiz, her topic 
knowledge improves only by the fraction that this quiz holds in the entire topic. An important 
aspect of this formula is that the more events have been recorded for a topic, the smaller the 
impact of every new event on the estimation of the topic knowledge. 

3.4. ANNOTATION ALGORITHM 

The adaptive annotations of QuizGuide accumulate two kinds of modeling evidence: the 
individual knowledge level for a topic reflecting student knowledge on the associated quizzes 
and the relevance of the topic to the current learning goal shared by the entire course. Figure 8 
presents a simplified algorithm computing an appropriate annotation for a single topic. 

The knowledge level thresholds mil_level, med_level and max_level along with the weights 
can be assigned by the teacher. These thresholds allow fine-tuning the adaptation mechanism by 
defining how much knowledge a student needs to demonstrate before QuizGuide decides to add 
another arrow to the annotating target-icon. After analyzing the existing history of QuizPACK 
activity over the previous semesters and determining average patterns of successful and 
unsuccessful responses to its questions, we assigned rather lenient thresholds of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 
to adjust for the sensitivity of the modeling formula to the negative evidence. The consequent 
evaluation of QuizGuide by students showed that, on average, they felt the annotations were 
timely. 
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Figure 8. Annotation algorithm in QuizGuide 

4. Evaluating the Topic-Based Adaptation and User Modeling 

While topic-based UM and adaptation approach forms the centerpiece of this work, the 
main focus of the paper is not on the approach itself, but on the evaluation of the approach. 
Trying to reach a compromise between the complexity of content organization and UM from one 
side and teachers’ ability to structure the learning content and employ adaptation technologies, 
we considerably simplified the commonly used concept-based approach to adaptation and 
student modeling. We made both the domain model and the content model more coarse-grained 
and suggested relatively simple, easy-to-understand UM and personalization algorithms. With all 
that, we were especially interested whether or not we went too far, ending with an approach, 
which is more transparent for teachers, but failing to support meaningful personalization of 
educational content. To answer this question, we performed an extensive evaluation of the 
approach and the QuizGuide system implementing it. 

The remaining part of this section reviews the employed evaluation methodologies and 
provides details about the evaluation context and data collection. The following sections report 
findings obtained using each of the methodology. 

4.1. THE EVALUATION APPROACHES 

Altogether, we used four approaches in our evaluation process. Two of them – the added 
value analysis (known as “with and without”) and the user feedback analysis are traditional for 
the field of UM (Chin 2001). The added value analysis attempts to assess the effect of adaptation 
as a whole by contrasting an adaptive system and a comparable non-adaptive system. The goal of 
this analysis is to register some objective differences between the systems, (i.e., increase in speed 
of learning, decrease in error rate, etc.), which can be attributed to the presence of adaptation. In 
contrast to the objective nature of the added value approach, the user feedback analysis allows to 
assess the subjective impact of adaptation and to understand the impact of different system 
features on users’ opinion about the system. While the data obtained from user feedback analysis 
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are considered less reliable (Gena,Weibelzahl 2007), they can be important to understand the 
true impact of an adaptive system.  

The remaining two approaches – layered evaluation and navigation pattern analysis – are 
used less frequently in the literature. The goal of both approaches is to perform an “internal” 
analysis of a specific system or a technology. The layered evaluation approach 
(Paramythis,Weibelzahl 2005; Karagiannidis,Sampson 2000) attempts to assess separately 
various components of the UM and adaptation process while navigation pattern analysis 
approach (Srivastava et al. 2000) attempts to discover some holistic patterns of user behavior.  

4.2. THE EVALUATION CONTEXT AND DATA COLLECTION 

The evaluation of QuizGuide has been performed in the context of an undergraduate course 
“Introduction to Programming” offered at the School of Information Sciences of the University 
of Pittsburgh. The main part of this course was dedicated to introductory C programming 
covering the basics of variables, data types, control structures, character processing, arrays, 
pointers, and functions. Overall, 22 topics were taught during the 15 last lectures of the course 
(see Figure 7). Each lecture was defined as a learning goal in QuizGuide. We developed 155 
QuizPACK questions combined in 44 quizzes to cover the course material. The topics 
incorporated between one and three quizzes. The quizzes contained from three to five questions. 

The evaluation consisted of several studies of QuizPACK and QuizGuide over the period 
of four consecutive semesters. Each semester featured a different group of undergraduate 
students working with the systems in the context of the same course. The instructor, the syllabus 
of the course, the set of topics, the course books, the in-class quizzes, the homework 
assignments, and other characteristics of the course did not change during this time. During all 
four semesters, the role of QuizPACK/QuizGuide systems in the course also stayed the same; 
they were used as supplementary learning tools. The systems were introduced to students in the 
beginning of a semester as useful means to self-assess programming knowledge and prepare for 
regular in-class quizzes. Throughout the course, students were encouraged to use them, however 
participation in using the systems was voluntary and did not influence the course grades. 

In the first two semesters, the corresponding groups were using only non-adaptive quizzes 
served directly by the QuizPACK system through a simple course portal (Brusilovsky 2004). 
Figure 9 presents a typical collection of learning content available within a lecture folder inside 
the course portal. Among links to other learning resources, the folder contains three QuizPACK 
quizzes (one of the quizzes is launched in the separate browser window). 

In the middle of the third semester, QuizGuide was introduced. After that, for the second 
part of Semester 3 and the entire duration of Semester 4, the students had an option to use 
questions with adaptive navigation support – through QuizGuide (Figure 3) – or without adaptive 
navigation support – through the course portal (Figure 9). The set of quizzes and questions, as 
well as the structure of topics and lectures (learning goals), were the same for adaptive and non-
adaptive modes and did not change over the time of the experiment. 

Overall, 114 students participated in the experiment: 45 in Semester 1, 28 in Semester 2, 27 
in Semester 3, and 14 in Semester 4. In non-adaptive semesters 1&2, 60 out of 73 students 
(82.2%) have tried the system at least once. In adaptive semester this number is 37 out of 41 
(90.2%). We exclude from further analysis those students who have not answered a single self-
assessment question. Altogether, during these four semesters, students answered more than 
20,200 QuizPACK questions and spent with the system around 800 hours. 
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Figure 9. Non-adaptive access to quizzes 

While most of the students taking the course never formally studied programming before, 
some students were capable of writing and launching simple programs prior to the course. To 
take into account students’ starting level of domain knowledge, in the beginning of the course, 
they were asked to rank their own programming experience on the scale (“novice” – “medium” – 
“knowledgeable”). In addition, they took a pre-test consisting of 10 items specifically evaluating 
the subset of C programming knowledge taught during the course and covered by QuizPACK 
questions. To estimate students’ involvement in the course, we collected their attendance 
throughout the semester. Table 1 summarizes the main descriptive parameters of the student 
groups. 

To ensure that the effects observed during the evaluation cannot be attributed to the 
differences in student population across semesters, but indicate the added value of adaptive 
annotation, we analyzed the variance in distribution of these parameters. The results of the chi-
square tests for independence showed that there was no significant difference between 
QuizPACK and QuizGuide groups in gender distribution χ2(1, N = 97) = .43, p = .51. The Mann-
Whitney test1 showed that the class attendances of students during non-adaptive semesters (Mdn 
= 89.7%) and students during adaptive semesters (Mdn = 81.8%) did not significantly differ from 
each other as well, U = 1324, p = .11, r = .16. For self-assessed programming experience, the 
Mann-Whitney test also did not find a significant difference between non-adaptive and adaptive 
groups, U = 765, p = .26, r = .12 (the mean ranks are 1.96 and 2.15, respectively). The 

                                                
1 In the reminder of this paper, Mann-Whitney test is used as a substitute of an independent-samples t-test, whenever 
our data do not satisfy the normality assumption. 
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difference between the pre-test score of the non-adaptive group (Mdn = .5) and the pre-test score 
of the adaptive group (Mdn = 0) is close to significance, U = 1032, p = .054, r = .21. 

Overall, we can assume, that the two groups did not significantly differ one from another in 
terms of important demographic and background parameters. 

Table 1. Student population parameters and their distribution across semesters. 

 
# of 

students 
% of 

females Attendance 
Self-assessed 

experience (1-3) 
Pre-test score 

(0-10) 

Non- 
adaptive 
semesters 

Semester 1 37 21.6% M = 84.3% M = 1.72 M = 1.55 
Semester 2 23 21.7% M = 81.7% M = 2.26 M =.39 

Total Non-
adaptive 60 21. 7% 

M = 83.3% 
Mdn = 89.7% 
SD =18.5% 

M = 1.96 
Mdn = 2 
SD = .77 

M = 1.07 
Mdn = .5 
SD =1.55 

Adaptive 
semesters 

Semester 3 24 41. 7% M = 73.3% M = 2.13 M =.22 
Semester 4 13 7.7% M = 88.3% M = 2.18 M =.75 

Total 
Adaptive 37 29.7% 

M = 78.6% 
Mdn = 81.8% 
SD = 19.3% 

M = 2.15 
Mdn = 2 
SD = .66 

M = 0.43  
Mdn = 0 
SD = .73 

5. The Added Value of Topic-based Adaptation: With-or-Without Evaluation 

The most popular approach toward evaluating adaptive systems is “with-or-without” 
evaluation known also as added value or adaptation effect evaluation. Its main idea is to compare 
two versions of the target system: adaptive and non-adaptive. In the course of “with-or-without” 
evaluation, users interact separately with adaptive and non-adaptive versions working on 
comparable tasks in similar contexts. Various performance data for both versions are collected 
and contrasted. The difference in the results of these interactions is attributed to the effect (or 
added value) of adaptation. 

A wide range of performance parameters has been used in the past studies. Most popular 
are directly recordable objective measure such as time on task, error rate, knowledge gain, etc. 
The choice of a performance parameter depends on the domain of the system, the user tasks and 
goals, and the nature of adaptation. For example, educational systems typically focus on 
knowledge gain, information access systems examine precision, and recommender systems focus 
on prediction error. To discover less noticeable effects of adaptation, such as time spent with an 
interface component or a number of particular actions (e.g. help requests), some studies use log 
analysis and data mining techniques. 

To assess the impact of topic-based adaptation, we attempted to use both objective 
measures and log analysis. The educational nature of QuizGuide mandated to use knowledge 
gain as the primary measure of the added value of implemented adaptation on student learning. 
To estimate the effect of adaptive navigational cues on performance within system we employed 
the average success rate of student responses. Finally, we analyzed several parameters 
characterizing the amount of work done and time spent with self-assessment quizzes within a 
typical session and an entire semester. Given the non-mandatory usage of 
QuizGuide/QuizPACK, these parameters allowed us to assess students’ motivation to use the 
system. Altogether, these measures helped us to confirm two different effects of topic-based 
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adaptive link annotation: the learning effect and the motivational effect, and, at least partially 
confirm its effect on within-system performance. 

5.1. LEARNING EFFECT 

For evaluating the impact of adaptive annotation on students’ learning, we calculated their 
knowledge gains over the period of using the system. In order to do so, we administered pre- and 
post-quizzes. These quizzes consisted of 10 code evaluation questions (similar to those used in 
the system) covering most of the course material. The pre-quiz and the post-quiz questions were 
identical except for numeric values, which ensured that the correct answers were different. The 
pre-quizzes were taken by the students in the very beginning of the semester to estimate their 
initial level of expertise in the subject. The post-quizzes were administered after the last lecture 
to measure the increase in knowledge over the semester. The format and the content of the 
quizzes stayed generally the same over all five semesters. 

The knowledge gain was calculated in two different ways. According to the canonical 
formula it is the difference between the corresponding results on a pre-quiz and a post-quiz: 
 

 (2) 
 

This formula sometimes is criticized for not adjusting to the differences in the students’ 
initial knowledge levels. Therefore, another formula was introduced for calculating normalized 
knowledge gain (Hovland et al. 1949) 
 

 (3) 

 
As the evaluation showed, students working with “adaptive” version of the system 

achieved higher knowledge gain (see Table 2). There was a significant difference in knowledge 
gain for adaptive (Mdn = 7) and non-adaptive groups (Mdn = 6), U = 539, p = .019, r = .26. The 
effect also holds for the normalized knowledge gain: for the students working with QuizGuide 
(Mdn = .7) it is significantly higher than for the students working with QuizPACK (Mdn = .6), U 
= 572, p = .044, r = .22. This impact on learning can be easily explained when it is considered 
together with the motivational effect of the topic-based navigation support described in Section 
5.3. 

Table 2. Comparison of knowledge gain measures across adaptive and non-adaptive semesters 

 Non-adaptive 
semesters 

Adaptive 
semesters 

Test 
statistics 

Graphical 
representation 

Knowledge 
Gain 

M = 5.77 
Mdn = 6 

SD = 2.06  

M = 6.55 
Mdn = 7 

SD = 2.35 

U = 539 
p = .019 
r = .26  

Normalized 
Knowledge Gain 

M = .59 
Mdn = .6 
SD = .20 

M = .68 
Mdn = .7 
SD = .23 

U = 572 
p = .044 
r = .22  

€ 

Knowledge Gain =  PostScore − PreScore

€ 

Normalized Knowledge Gain =  
(PostScore−PreScore)

MaxScore

1− PreScore
MaxScore
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5.2. WITHIN-SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EFFECT 

The added-value effect of adaptation can be observed not only outside the system, but also 
within it. By comparing the parameters characterizing students’ performances with self-
assessment quizzes accessed through QuizPACK and QuizGuide, we can measure whether, in 
the presence of adaptive navigation support, students are capable to self-regulate their learning 
more effectively and attempt quizzes that they are better prepared for. The most straightforward 
way to estimate the within-system performance is to compute the ratio of successful attempts on 
QuizPACK questions. Our hypothesis has been that QuizGuide helps students choose topics in a 
more meaningful way by (1) helping them to avoid topics they are not ready for (crossed-out 
icons), (2) inviting them to focus on topics that might be the source of their current learning 
difficulties (“prerequisite” annotations), and (3) raising the general awareness about their overall 
topic-by-topic knowledge and motivating them to achieve amore complete state of annotations 
(different numbers of arrows in the target icons). Thus, students working with QuizGuide should 
be able to achieve a higher success rate than those working with non-adaptive quizzes. 

Table 3 presents the t-test results. Contrary to our expectations, there was no significant 
difference in the success rate between the adaptive (M = .42, SD = .15) and the non-adaptive (M 
= .43, SD = .16) semesters; t(95) = .23, p = .82, d = .047. We hypothesized that the expected 
performance differences might have been flattened by two factors. First, the groups working with 
the non-adaptive system had considerably stronger initial C programming knowledge (see last 
column of Table 1), which could have increased the within-system performance of the “non-
adaptive” group. Second, since the students in the “adaptive” group had access to both 
QuizPACK and QuizGuide and the use of QuizGuide was not required, some students might 
have kept using the non-adaptive QuizPACK throughout the semester, thus flattening the 
expected performance increase.  

Table 3. Comparison of success rate across adaptive and non-adaptive semesters 

 Non-adaptive 
semesters 

Adaptive 
semesters 

Test 
statistics 

Graphical 
representation 

Success rate 
M = .43 

Mdn = .43 
SD = .16 

M = .42  
Mdn = .44 
SD = .15 

t(95) = .23 
p = .82 

d = .047  
 
Indeed, when we took a closer look at the adaptive semesters only, we discovered that after 

QuizGuide was introduced, some students immediately switched to the new system (22%), 
others kept using the non-adaptive one (13%), while the rest (65%) continued using both the 
adaptive and the non-adaptive versions. To compare the success rates between more coherent 
groups of students, we limited the comparison to the students of the “adaptive” groups and 
divided them into two subgroups with respect to the system they used primarily for accessing 
self-assessment quizzes: those who answered more questions while working with QuizGuide and 
those who answered more questions while launching them from the non-adaptive course portal. 
The analysis of the success rates of these two subgroups (Table 4) shows that, during the 
adaptive semesters, the students who mostly accessed quizzes through QuizGuide on average 
have achieved significantly higher within-system success rate (M = .47, SD = .13) than the 
students who mostly accessed quizzes through the course portal (M = .36, SD = .15), t(35) = 
2.31, p = .027, d = .77. Such a high value of Cohen’s d – more than three quarters of the pooled 
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standard deviation – indicates a rather large effect size. This data provides good evidence that 
adaptive navigation support, indeed, helped students to choose topics more wisely and achieve 
higher performance with self-assessment quizzes. 

Table 4. Comparison of success rate between students who mostly used adaptive version of the system and those 
who mostly used the non-adaptive one 

 Used mostly non-
adaptive  

Used mostly 
adaptive  

Test 
statistics 

Graphical 
representation 

Success rate 
M = .36 

Mdn = .31 
SD = .15 

M = .47 
Mdn = .51 
SD = .13 

t(35) = 2.31 
p = .027 
d = .77  

5.3. MOTIVATIONAL EFFECT 

The most dramatic effect of topic-based adaptation was related not to students’ learning but 
to their motivation. The introduction of the open student modeling and adaptive navigation 
support caused an impressive increase in the amount of student interaction with educational 
content as compared to their work with the non-adaptive interface in previous semesters. Since 
their work continued to be non-mandatory, we refer to the observed phenomenon as the 
motivational effect of adaptive link annotation. We have observed this effect in several e-
Learning systems that use progress-based adaptive link annotation (see (Brusilovsky et al. 2009) 
for the detailed analysis). In this section, we report a short summary of the motivational effect of 
QuizGuide. 

With QuizGuide, students answered more questions, worked with questions more 
persistently and accessed a larger diversity of question material. In some sense, adaptive 
annotations made work with the system more “addictive”: students came to the system more 
often and, once they started a session, they stayed with it longer. 

To investigate this effect, we again compared the log data from the adaptive and the non-
adaptive semesters, but, this time, we looked at the diversity of usage parameters characterizing 
student engagement and the amount of work. System logs recorded every attempt to answer a 
quiz question and gave clear evidence as to whether a student accessed a question through the 
adaptive service or not. Data collection procedures did not differ across the target four semesters 
and did not depend on the interface used to access quizzes (whether it was adaptive or non-
adaptive). The user-modeling server processed student work with the both systems in the 
identical manner. 

We used three variables to parameterize student performance: 
1. Activity/Attempts: the total number of answers submitted to QuizPACK question, 
2. Coverage/Quizzes: the number of unique quizzes taken, and 
3. Coverage/Goals: the number of learning goals (lectures), for which a student 

attempted at least one quiz. 
Each of these variables was aggregated on two levels: 
• Semester performance level: the total number of attempts made, quizzes explored, and 

learning goals covered by each user during the semester; and 
• Session performance level: the average number of attempts made, quizzes explored, 

and average number of learning goals explored per session. 
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In addition, we compared the number of sessions started by an average “adaptive” student 
versus a “non-adaptive” one. 

The goal was to support our subjective observation that adaptive guidance does provide a 
motivation impact, i.e. to determine whether activity, quantity and coverage was higher for 
students who were exposed to QuizGuide than for those who used the non-adaptive QuizPACK 
interface. The results of our comparison demonstrate the value of the adaptive navigation support 
in motivating students to interact more with non-mandatory self-assessment learning content. 

As can be seen from Table 5, all variables and aggregation levels showed a clear advantage 
of the adaptive semesters over the non-adaptive ones. On all the parameters, students exposed to 
the adaptive features of QuizGuide on average performed roughly 1.5–2 times better, and for 
most of them, Mann-Whitney tests demonstrated significant results. 

The only two metrics, for which the level of significance was not reached, were the overall 
number of sessions and the semester-level goal coverage. On the former of these parameters, 
QuizGuide, actually, performed more than 60% better on average; however, due to very large 
variances in session length within both groups, p is rather high and r is low. The second non-
significant effect can be explained by the course-level ceiling of the corresponding parameter: 
the total number of learning goals (lectures) in the course is 15. Yet, if we look at the quiz-based 
coverage that is much less affected by the ceiling effect (number of quizzes in the course is 44), 
students accessed almost twice more unique quizzes during adaptive semesters versus non-
adaptive ones. This essentially means, that adaptation caused them to explore more quiz content 
within every lecture. 

The difference in the raw activity demonstrates that students have invested significantly 
more efforts in the non-mandatory self-assessment with adaptive navigation present. And the 
per-session parameters show that an average adaptive session was significantly more intense, 
both in terms of the number of attempts and in terms of the diversity of accessed quiz content. 

Table 5. Comparison of average system usage parameters across adaptive and non-adaptive semesters 

  Non-adaptive 
semesters 

Adaptive 
semesters 

Test 
statistics 

Graphical 
representation 

Per 
semester 

Activity/ 
Attempts 

M = 132  
Mdn =88.0 
SD = 119 

M = 279  
Mdn = 126 
SD = 313 

U = 769 
p = .011 
r = .26  

Coverage/ 
Quizzes 

M = 13.7  
Mdn = 14.0 
SD = 7.87 

M = 24.5  
Mdn = 23.0 
SD = 12.0 

U = 544  
p < .001 
r = .42  

Coverage/ 
Goals 

M = 8.77  
Mdn = 9.50 
SD = 4.65 

M = 10.5  
Mdn = 11.0 
SD = 3.62 

U = 874  
p = .079 
r = .18  

Per 
session 

Activity/ 
Attempts 

M = 12.8  
Mdn = 10.7 
SD = 10.9 

M = 18.7  
Mdn = 16.3 
SD = 11.2 

U = 632  
p < .001 
r = .36  

Coverage/ 
Quizzes 

M = 1.89  
Mdn = 1.71 

SD = .73 

M = 3.71  
Mdn = 2.79 
SD = 2.76 

U = 253  
p < .001 
r = .65  
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Coverage/ 
Goals 

M = 1.40  
Mdn = 1.32 

SD = .40 

M = 2.08  
Mdn = 1.67 
SD = 1.53 

U = 533  
p < .001 
r = .44  

Number of Sessions 
M = 11.2  

Mdn = 8.50 
SD = 9.21 

M = 18.0 
Mdn = 11.0 
SD = 28.3 

U = 939  
p = .20 
r = .13  

6. A Layered Evaluation of the Topic-Based Approach 

In the previous sections, we followed the "with or without" evaluation approach that has 
long been considered the golden standard in the field of adaptive systems (Chin 2001). We 
remind that the idea of this approach is to engage two groups of subjects into using two different 
versions of the evaluated system – with and without adaptation. Then the comparison of the 
usage and performance parameters between the groups is considered as the key evidence about 
the effectiveness of the implemented adaptation technology. However, what is actually evaluated 
in a "with or without" study of QuizGuide driven by a topic-based UM approach? Is it the 
specific way to provide adaptive navigation support using target-arrows metaphor, the topic-
based approach toward modeling student knowledge, or just the quality of the job done by the 
author in defining topics and connecting them with quizzes and questions? 

To provide a deeper analysis of the topic-based approach exploited by QuizGuide, we 
decided to apply a layered evaluation approach (Brusilovsky et al. 2004; Paramythis,Weibelzahl 
2005), which advocates the need to evaluate separately different aspects and components of the 
personalization process that contribute to its success. Main goal of our layered evaluation was to 
assess separately the UM (Sections 6.1 and 6.2) and the adaptation (Section 6.3) parts of an 
adaptive system. In addition, we set apart the evaluation of the underlying domain model 
(Section 6.1) from the evaluation of the student-modeling process itself (Section 6.2). This is 
important separation for evaluation of AESs employing overlay student modeling (such as 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems or Adaptive Hypermedia), since the quality of overlay student 
models to a considerable extent depends on the quality of an underlying domain model. 
Following this need, we start with the first evaluation stage – by assessing topics as modeling 
units, i.e., their applicability to serve as elementary pieces of domain semantics for building 
overlay models. After that we move to the second stage of the user-modeling evaluation that 
measures – how meaningful the resulting models are, how precisely they mirror the actual state 
of students’ knowledge. To measure the quality of domain modeling, we use learning curve 
approach. To measure the quality of UM, we assess the average predictive validity of populated 
student models. As mentioned above, the second stage is not completely independent from the 
first one. If topics are mediocre assessment units the predictive validity of topic-based user 
models is inescapably low. 

6.1. EVALUATION OF TOPIC-BASED USER MODELING: TOPIC AS AN ASSESSMENT UNIT 

To evaluate how well the topic-based inference agent of the CUMULATE user-modeling 
server assesses student knowledge, we first need to investigate whether the selected topics are 
acceptable units of knowledge assessment. The chosen modeling approach, as well as the 
implemented adaptation strategy, could be reasonable; however, the resulting adaptive behavior 
might not be adequate to the student's actions and expectations if the assessment units are wrong. 
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For the evaluation of large topics as knowledge assessment units, we have applied learning 
curve analysis (Martin et al. 2011). Multiple experiments provide strong evidence that on the 
cognitive level, learning process generally follows the power law (Anderson et al. 1995; 
Newell,Rosenbloom 1981). In other words, the error rate of a learning skill decreases as the 
power function of the number of learning steps involving this skill2. The assumption behind the 
evaluation approach based on learning curve analysis is that learning curves that better 
approximate power law correspond to more cognitively valid units of knowledge. This approach 
has been pioneered in several projects (Koedinger,Mathan 2004) and formally suggested as an 
evaluation approach in (Martin et al. 2005). Since that, it has been used in a number of 
publications to assess the quality of domain modeling. A good summary of this approach could 
be found in (Martin et al. 2011). 

To compute topic-based error rates, we have categorized all question attempts per student, 
per topic. Hence, if a student gave 20 answers to question on Arithmetic Expressions, 20 entries 
have been created in the order the answers were given; the actual questions did not matter (it 
could be 20 answers to the same question or to 15 different question on the topic of Arithmetic 
Expressions. Table 6 presents an extract of these data.  

Table 6. Data for computing topic-based error rates 

StudentId Topic Step#1 Step#2 … 
24 Printing (printf) 0 1 … 
24 Arithmetic expressions 1 1 … 
… … … … … 
26 Printing (printf) 0 0 … 
… … … … … 

Average error rate 0.59 0.54 … 
 
Correct answers are marked with 1’s, incorrect – with 0’s. Data from all semesters (both 

adaptive and non-adaptive) have been used. The maximum number of learning steps per student 
per topic is 214; the average is 11.86. The following formula has been used to compute Average 
error rates for every Learning step:  

 (4) 

 
Figure 10 demonstrates the dependency between the Average topic-based error rate and 

the number of Learning steps. Formula 5 defines the standard power-law learning curve 
approximating this dependency. The downward trend shows some learning effect and R2 
statistics indicates that about 39% of the variability in the Average topic-based error rate could 
be explained as the power law on the number of Learning steps. 

TopicBasedErrorRate = .64 * LearningStep–.07;       (R2 = .39) (5) 
 

                                                
2 Some researchers assert that the learning curve should be approximated with the exponential instead of power 
function (e.g. (Heathcote et al. 2000; Murre,Chessa 2011)) 

€ 

AverageErrorRate =
NumberOfIncorrectAttempts
TotalNumberOfAttempts
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This fit, however, is lower than results reported in the ITS literature that typically deals 
with smaller units of knowledge. For example, Mitrovic and Ohlsson (1999) applied learning 
curve analysis to evaluate the quality of a very fine-grained constraint-based domain model of 
SQL-Tutor and obtained R2 = .73 when fitting a power law curve for the data of 100 random 
constraints. Koedinger and Mathan (2004) evaluated several skill-level models in the context of 
an Excel spreadsheet tutor with learning curves and obtained results ranging from R2 = .59 to R2 
= .96. 

 

Figure 10. Topic-based learning curve. 

As the analysis shows, the main feature of topics that differentiate them from the finer-
grained concepts constraints and skills is that topics are large; they aggregate too diverse learning 
content and cover too much knowledge. To see, how the granularity influences the quality of 
topics as assessment units, we have performed the same learning-curve analysis on the smaller 
chunks of learning material, namely quizzes and individual questions (every QuizGuide topic 
combines on average 2 quizzes and approximately 7.5 questions). Figure 12 demonstrates that by 
narrowing the scope of assessment units we do achieve better results. The dependency between 
the Error rate and the number of Learning steps for an average quiz (Figure 12a) and an average 
question (Figure 12a) demonstrate better learning. Approximation of these plots with power law 
learning curves (Formulas 6 and 7) results in better fits (48% of the variability in the quiz Error 
rate and 70% of variability in the question Error rate can be explained using the power 
dependency on the number of Learning steps). These data demonstrate that QuizGuide topics, 
while being meaningful units of knowledge assessment, still cover too much learning content to 
reflect the changes in student knowledge as reliable as finer-grained units can do.  

QuizBasedErrorRate = .66 * LearningStep–.12;          (R2 = .48) (6) 
 

QuestionBasedErrorRate = .64 * LearningStep–.21;    (R2 = .70) (7) 
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a) 

 
b) 

Figure 11. a) Quiz-based learning curve; b) Question-based learning curve 

Since large topics involve too much knowledge, the precision of the assessment performed 
by the system might be reduced. When taking a quiz on a particular topic, a student actually 
practices a set of closely related concepts covered by the questions in the quiz. As a result, 
knowledge modeling on the level of a large topic is not capable of reflecting subtle changes in 
student’s topic knowledge resulting from this practice. The lower quality of topic-based student 
modeling is an inherent feature of topic-based approach, however understanding its nature, i.e., 
why and how this quality is reduced, could help the designers of topic-based systems to 
minimize negative impact of large knowledge units. In particular, as demonstrated by the 
analysis above, a good way to increasing the quality of topic-based modeling is to keep topics 
reasonably small. 

Another approach we have tried for improving topic-based knowledge modeling is to 
increase the predictability of students’ results by harmonizing the assessment material. One of 
important aspects of learning content representation that our simplistic topic-based model missed 
on is the difference among questions in difficulty and structural complexity. A topic covering a 
dozen of questions treats all of them identically, even though students are much more likely to 
answer easy and simple questions correctly. By reducing of the variability in question difficulty 
within a topic one could improve the predictability of students’ answers and hence improve the 
assessment characteristics of a topic. From another point of view when the question is too hard 
or too simple, the effectiveness of both learning and knowledge assessment is reduced. 

To investigate this problem, we estimated the average question difficulty using the 
traditional measure – the mean value of error rate. The difficulty value ranged from .06 to .89, 
with M = .46 and Mdn = .47. We explored our data on two intervals traditionally used for 
estimating main trends that could be explained by the central part of the distribution: 90% and 
50%. Figure 12a shows the very same learning curve as Figure 10 where 5% of the most difficult 
and 5% of the least difficult questions are removed from the computation of the average error 
rate. Figure 12b demonstrates a similar plot for the situation when all questions below the 25th 
and above the 75th difficulty have been filtered out. Formulas 8 and 9 define the equations for the 
power law learning curves approximating these plots. The error rate variability explained by the 
power dependence on the number of learning steps is almost double compared to the non-filtered 
topic-based learning curve (Formula 5). 

TopicBasedErrorRate_Filtered90 = .65 * LearningStep–.08;    (R2 = .60) (8) 
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 TopicBasedErrorRate_Filtered50 = .69 * LearningStep–.13;   (R2 = .67) (9) 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 12. Learning curves for the average topic with 10% (a) and 50% (b) of “bad” questions filtered out. 

There are several possible outcomes of this analysis that can be explored in order to 
improve topics’ knowledge modeling quality. A more careful design of questions would lead to 
eliminating assessment items with “extreme” difficulty altogether. On the other hand, a more 
accurate manipulation of question difficulty can help decreasing the number of attempts on too 
difficult and/or too simple questions. 

In summary, our analysis demonstrated that QuizGuide topics are meaningful units of 
knowledge assessment, but the larger size of topic make makes it hard for topic-based model to 
track student knowledge as reliable as it is done by finer grained knowledge units such as rules 
or constraints. In the following sections we investigate whether a reduced precision of topic-
based modeling might become an obstacle for student modeling and personalization. However, 
our analysis also uncovered the mechanism of quality degradation and demonstrated that 
understanding this mechanism can lead to better topic and content engineering, which, in turn, 
could increase the quality of modeling.   

6.2. EVALUATION OF TOPIC-BASED USER MODELING: PREDICTIVE VALIDITY 

The ultimate task of a student model is to represent the state of a student as close to reality 
as possible in order to help the AES anticipate student’s actions and optimize her learning. If the 
predictions of a student model do not correlate with what students demonstrate in reality, then 
the quality and value of such a model is rather questionable. As a result, evaluating the predictive 
validity of a student model, i.e., its ability to predict the observed student performance based on 
the current model state, has become an important approach to measure the quality of student 
modeling in AESs. The predictive validity approach has been originally suggested by Corbett et 
al. (Corbett et al. 1993b; Corbett et al. 1993a) in the context of their work on student modeling 
approach known as on Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) for the domain of Lisp 
programming. Within years it has been adopted to evaluate other student modeling approaches, 
for example, SMART (Shute 1995), and explored in several other domains from algebra to 
genetics. Over time, predictive validity emerged as the standard approach to evaluate and 
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compare student modeling approaches. An important property of this approach in the context of 
our layered evaluation is its ability to isolate the quality of modeling from the effectiveness of 
adaptation. 

In their original work on predictive evaluation of BKT, Corbett and Anderson distinguished 
internal and external predictive validity (Corbett,Anderson 1995). External validity is the ability 
to predict the results of student performance outside of the system (for example, post-test 
performance) while internal validity is the ability to predict accuracy of student performance 
within the system. In a number of early papers external validity was assessed in parallel with 
internal validity or even alone (Shute 1995), however, recent research almost exclusively uses 
internal validity assessment since it usually relies on much larger volumes of data and allows to 
assess student models on a finer grain level. It has become common to use internal validity not 
only to assess the quality of a specific approach in isolation, but also to compare several versions 
of the approach or compare a novel approach to a baseline. Following this trend, we performed 
an internal predictive validity evaluation of the modeling formula used by 
CUMULATE/QuizGuide, i.e., investigated how well topic-based knowledge levels produced by 
this formula predict the consequent performance of students. 

As the baseline in our evaluation, we used BKT, the very approach where the predictive 
validity evaluation has been originally used (Corbett,Anderson 1995). BKT is one of the most 
popular techniques for modeling student knowledge in terms of elementary domain components. 
It predicts the probability of a student knowing a concept step-by-step based on the prior 
probability, the last result of the concept application by this student and probabilities of guessing 
and making a careless mistake. The original BKT and its many variations are widely used in 
research on Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) and Educational Data Mining (EDM) making 
BKT the most popular baseline. For example, to evaluate a number of extensions and 
refinements of the original BKT approach, the authors usually compare the results of internal 
predictive validity evaluation of a novel technique against the original BKT on the same set of 
student logs (Beck et al. 2008; Baker et al. 2008; Pardos,Heffernan 2011; González-Brenes et al. 
2014) (Pavlik et al. 2009; Yudelson et al. 2013).  

To perform comparative predictive validity of QuizGuide student modeling, the states of 
QuizGuide student models as well as the BKT topic-based estimates were computed at each of 
all 18128 learning steps from the complete logs of our four semesters. For all learning steps of 
every student, we compute: 

− the prior knowledge level for a topic based on the QuizGuide formula; 
− the prior knowledge level for a topic based on the BKT formula; 
− the actual posterior student performance for the topic. 
The prior knowledge levels for QuizGuide student models were computed using the 

original formula explained in Section 3.3 (i.e., in exactly the same way as it was done in all 
classroom studies). The prior knowledge for BKT student models was computed with the help of 
the toolkit described in (Yudelson et al. 2013) with by-skill parameter fitting using the gradient 
descent method.  

To estimate the actual performance demonstrated by the student onward, we need to take 
into account the results of her attempts starting with the current learning step. However, 
correlating knowledge predictions with unprocessed single step performances is problematic. 
The size of topics, and differences in individual question difficulty (ranging from .06 to .89; see 
Section 6.1), contribute to a large variability in terms of student answers correctness. At the same 
time, QuizPACK questions do not account for partially correct student answers, which could 
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have helped smooth-out the short-term fluctuations in performance); therefore, on every step, a 
student response can be either correct (performance = 1) or incorrect (performance = 0). To 
address this problem, we have computed student posterior performance using the simple moving 
averages of student individual scores on the interval n = 5. 

To see how well the models can predict/follow changes in student knowledge, first, we take 
a look at the correlation between the modeled values and the actual student performance. The 
results of the Pearson correlation analysis show that the ability of the topic-based knowledge 
model used by QuizGuide to predict immediate student’s performance is fairly low (r = .23). The 
BKT formula produces a slightly better result (r = .38). 

The reason for a weak correlation becomes clear, once we compare the histograms of all 
three measures (see Figure 13). While the actual performance values are almost uniformly 
distributed between 0 and 1 (middle histogram), the distribution of QuizGuide modeling values 
(left histogram) has the exponential shape with the majority of them staying between 0 and .25. 
At the same time, the distribution of BKT predictions (right histogram) is almost mirrored 
compared to the original QuizGuide formula. Most of its values lie in the interval from .6 to .75 
with a long tail toward zero. 

This picture can be further explained by analyzing the two modeling formulas. The formula 
used in QuizGuide (see Formula 1) has been designed from a teaching perspective, not a 
knowledge engineering one. Teachers tend not to trust student prior knowledge and need some 
solid assurance that a student really knows a topic if it is reported as known. The QuizGuide 
knowledge modeling starts with zero and favors students trying to solve all the questions in the 
topic correctly, even though that might not always be necessary to master the topic. The two 
main drawbacks of this formula are: (1) it is conservative: student might learn faster than the 
their modeled knowledge level grows; (2) it is not forgiving: if a student has accumulated a 
history of unsuccessful attempts while solving some topic’s questions, it will become hard for 
her later to “prove” her mastery to the formula, as it treats all events equally without decaying 
the importance of the older evidence. Due to these aspects, the original QuizGuide formula tends 
to underestimate student knowledge staying on the “safe side”, just as many teachers do3. 

In its turn, the BKT formula has been originally aimed at correct estimation of the 
probability that a student has mastered a skill as a result of practicing it. Unlike QuizGuide 
modeling approach, the initial BKT knowledge levels fitted to our data range from .003 (topic 
Arrays) to .94 (topic Compound Assignments) with M = .37 (SD = .23). It is much more reactive 
to changes in student knowledge: once a student demonstrates a sequence of correct attempts for 
a topic, the BKT prediction will quickly exceed the .5-threshold. However, due to the size of 
topics and variability in question difficulty, BKT tends to overestimate student ability to answer 
a new question correctly, especially, if the student has demonstrated a series of successes on 
previous (possibly easier) questions of this topic. Note that the tendency of BKT to overestimate 
student knowledge has been observed in other domains as well (Corbett et al. 2000). 

                                                
3 The reviewed drawbacks of the original topic-based student modeling formula caused us to replace it with a more 
cognitively grounded formula in the newer version of topic-based adaptation service (Yudelson 2010), however, in 
this paper, we analyze the exact formula that was used in our QuizGuide studies. 
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Figure 13. Histograms of (1) topic-based estimations of student knowledge using QuizGuide formula, (2) topic-
based immediate actual performance of students averaged over five next attempts, and (3) topic-based estimations of 
student knowledge using BKT formula. 

Further comparison of the two modeling formulas was done using ROC curve – a popular 
tool from the signal detection theory that recently became widely used in HCI research for 
evaluating reliability of data-driven models. An ROC curve graphically represents the quality of 
a binary classification model by plotting its true and false positive prediction rates for different 
values of the operating threshold. As the threshold decreases from 1 to 0, the model can 
recognize more and more positive cases correctly, but it also starts classifying more and more 
negative cases as positive. More information on the ROC curve analysis can be found e.g. in 
(Fogarty et al. 2005). 

Figure 14 presents ROC curves of both the QuizGuide model and the BKT model on the 
same plot. It is easy to notice that BKT outperforms the original QuizGuide model. Its ROC 
curve is higher, meaning that for the same false positive rate it has a higher true positive rate. In 
other words, for the same percentage of cases where BKT incorrectly classifies a topic as 
mastered (predicts that a student will answer a question correctly), as it has a higher chance to 
correctly predict student mastery than the QuizGuide formula. Nevertheless, both curves are 
above the TPR = FPR diagonal, which means both models are better than random chance 
predictions. To numerically estimate the quality of the models and the difference in their quality, 
we have computed Area Under ROC (AUROC) values and their standard errors. This allows us 
to compute a z-test for means. Table 7 summarizes the results. Both QuizGuide and BKT models 
produce significantly better predictions than we would obtain by guessing. At the same time, 
BKT model significantly outperforms the original QuizGuide formula in terms of predictive 
validity. 
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Figure 14. ROC curves for QuizGuide and BKT models with the .5 operating thresholds highlighted 

Table 7. Area under ROC results for QuizGuide and BKT formulas 

 AUROC Compare to  
Random Chance 

Compare to  
Each Other  

Graphical 
representation 

QuizGuide M = .58 
SE = .004 

z = 19.7 
p < .001 

z = 9.8 
p < .001 

 

BKT M = .64 
SE = .004 

z = 34.5 
p < .001 

 
The dots on the ROC curves mark the .5 operating thresholds of the both models. The 

upper parts of the curves (above the .5 point) represent the data obtained with lower thresholds – 
when the models are more likely to classify a topic as mastered both correctly (TPR) and 
incorrectly (FPR). Consequently, the lower parts correspond to the thresholds increasing from .5 
to 1, while models produce fewer and fewer positive predictions. It is easy to see that as the 
operating threshold approaches .5, QuizGuide model rarely classifies a topic-user pair as a case 
of “perfect” mastery. This provides another perspective on the problem visualized by Figure 13 
(left plot) and once again confirms the conservative nature of the original QuizGuide modeling 
formula. It is important to note, however, that when the student modeling knowledge estimates 
are converted into the navigational cues, QuizGuide effectively compensates for its conservative 
modeling approach by applying an “encouraging” scale of adaptation where .5 knowledge level 
corresponds to the maximum-knowledge icon4. As a result, the combination of modeling-
adaptation performs quite meaningfully and responsively – while the modeling itself is 
conservative, visualized knowledge levels change faster than the modeled growth of knowledge. 

                                                
4 Figure 8 explains why .5 is the maximum level of student per-topic knowledge that results in a change in system 
adaptation: at this level the topic is annotated with the 3-arrows knowledge icon; any additional (positive) results 
will not influence the change of the topic annotation. 
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One arrow could be obtained with just a few successful results and three arrows (unlike “perfect” 
mastery) are well reachable for students who want to master the topic. 

The BKT formula, on the opposite, is, generally, more “optimistic” about student mastery: 
the part of the BKT’s ROC curve above the 0.5 operating threshold is much shorter than its 
complement, which means. It is interesting, that the only place where the QuizGuide model 
outperforms the BKT model is the lowest segment where it is hard to make a positive prediction. 
In these conditions, the conservative QuizGuide model is a little more accurate. It is interesting 
that with its overall better precision, BKT approach will not work in QuizGuide unless the 
adaptation thresholds shown in Figure 8 are adjusted to the effective scale of BKT modeling. 
With the current thresholds all topics will be annotated with maximum level knowledge most of 
the time. This observation demonstrates that a more precise student modeling approach might not 
work better on practice than a less precise one, it is the combination of an approach itself and an 
adaptation strategy built on the top of it that makes the difference.  

In this context, an interesting discussion point is whether the conservative nature of 
QuizGuide topic modeling is a weakness or strength in a system, which uses adaptive navigation 
support as the key adaptation approach. It is important to note that the original BKT approach 
was designed for mastery learning (Corbett,Anderson 1992) adaptation, which uses the achieved 
level of knowledge to determine when to stop practicing specific set of skills. In this context, the 
student is not involved into the decision process and high precision is valuable to stop 
unproductive work with sufficiently mastered skill. In contrast, QuizGuide’s adaptive navigation 
support type of adaptation uses knowledge level to select adaptive link annotation, which, in turn 
helps students to select most appropriate topics. In other words, it is not the precision of the 
student model itself, but a student perception of the displayed knowledge level that makes the 
difference. In this context, a more conservative teacher-imitating knowledge estimation might 
provide a better motivation to work. We will further discuss this issue after examining the impact 
of the visual cues and student perception of modeling accuracy. 

6.3. EVALUATION OF TOPIC-BASED ADAPTATION: THE IMPACT OF VISUAL CUES 

The final stage of layered evaluation is the evaluation of adaptation itself. It needs to be 
distinguished from the evaluation of the adaptation effect or the added value of adaptation (see 
Section 5). Instead of measuring the pragmatic utility of the adaptation, and the ways it helps 
students’ learning, this section concentrates on analyzing the adaptation per se, addressing such 
issues as “Does adaptation make the difference in how students interact with the system?” and 
“Do the students react on adaptive interventions as presumed?” There is no single recipe for 
finding answers to these questions. It would differ not only for every adaptation technology, but 
also for different implementations of the same technology. For example, in the case of adaptive 
search, where the product of adaptation is an individualized ranking of search results, it is 
natural to check whether the resources with highest personal relevance placed on the top has a 
higher chance to be noticed, and clicked (Keane et al. 2008; Ahn et al. 2008). In the case of 
social navigation support where link annotation is used to indicate most socially valuable 
resources, it has been suggested to check whether the favorably annotated resources do receive 
more visits from the target users (Farzan,Brusilovsky 2008). 

In the case of QuizGuide, an adaptive icon communicates two things to a student: 
− how much knowledge progress she has accumulated for the relevant topic (this section 

focuses on analyzing how this information impacts student behavior); 
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− how relevant the topic is to the current learning goal (the effect of this information is 
tested in Section 7). 

QuizGuide’s interface has been designed to guide the students to the topics where they 
currently underperform. Consequently, the intended behavior for a student following QuizGuide 
progress-based annotation could be described by the following rule: “prefer topics annotated by 
icons with fewer arrows”. 

In order to see how the progress-based adaptation of QuizGuide affects students’ choices of 
quizzes to work with, we have had to take a closer look on what constitute these choices. At 
every moment of time, a student deciding which question to try next has 22 course topics to 
select from. The user model keeps track of student’s history and can estimate her current 
knowledge for all the topics. A student accessing questions through QuizGuide is constantly 
informed of her demonstrated knowledge for all the topics by being presented with a 
combination of “0-3 arrows”-annotations. The “optimal” choice is to always prefer less mastered 
topics with a lower level of annotation5 before moving to the next more advanced topics. 

The easiest way to compute a metric showing how well a student follows the navigation 
would be by simply counting how many times topics with a certain number of arrows on the icon 
have been accessed. We used this approach in (Sosnovsky,Brusilovsky 2005) and showed that 
QuizGuide students, indeed, accessed more frequently topics with smaller number of errors. 
However, this metric does not account for the fact that at every moment the numbers of topics 
with different levels of annotations are very different. In the beginning, all topics are annotated 
with zero arrows, as a student has demonstrated no knowledge of them yet; while later in the 
semester, she really can make “good” (few arrows) and “bad” (many arrows) topic choices.  

Hence, instead of concentrating on the fact that a topic with a particular visual cue has been 
chosen, we have had to concentrate on the decisions that students have made, taking into account 
not only the level of the chosen topics, but also the levels of all other topics in the course at the 
moment when this decision was made. We have re-ran the UM process on the logs of non-
adaptive and adaptive courses, and, at every step, for every user, the snapshot of her knowledge 
state for all course topics have been restored and recorded. As a result, on every step, we could 
estimate the quality of a navigational decision a student has made. Two different metrics have 
been computed in order to quantify the average percentage of “good” navigational decisions 
made by every student. 

• The metric-A is an aggressive metric. It assumes that students should always make 
the best decision possible. Only if a student choses a topic with the lowest level of 
annotations (minimum number of arrows), the decision is labeled as a good one. If 
there are topics with lower levels, it is a “bad” decision. If there are no alternatives 
(all topics have the same annotation level), then it is not a decision at all – no labels 
are assigned. 

• The metric-B is a lenient metric. It assumes that as along as the decision made by a 
student is not the worst, she should be credited for it. As long as there exist a topic 
with a higher-level annotation (more arrows), the chosen topic constitutes a good 
navigational decision. Only if the topic is annotated with the maximum-level 
annotation, and there are topics with lower numbers of arrows, the decision is 
labeled as a “bad” one. 

                                                
5 This is a simplification, as students also take into account the goal-based annotation when choosing topics. 
However, in order to assess the roles of topic-based and goal-based adaptation separately, we have to simplify this 
analysis. 
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Both metrics have been computed for all students from the non-adaptive groups (semesters 
1&2) and adaptive group (semesters 3&4). Several students had to be filtered out from both 
groups; because, due to the lack of attempts, they have never reached a 1-arrow level of 
annotation for any of the topics. The final number of students for this analysis is 70: 39 – in the 
non-adaptive group and 31 – in the adaptive one. Table 4 presents the results of the two t-tests. 
According to both metrics, the adaptive group has made on average significantly more good 
navigational decisions then the non-adaptive group. The effect size in both cases is very high (d 
~ 0.8), which underlines the strength of the observed impact of QuizGuide annotations on the 
students’ navigational decisions: students do tend to choose topics with lower-level annotations, 
thus following the adaptive guidance as intended. This data provides a positive answer to the 
question we examined in this subsection: the adaptation does impact students’ interaction with 
the system in a significant way. Moreover, student behavior was changed in the intended positive 
direction causing students to focus on topics that they have not sufficiently mastered yet. Thus, 
despite the observed imperfections on domain and student modeling layers, taken together, the 
examined layers of adaptation engineering (domain model, student model, adaptation strategy, 
visual cues) worked as intended affecting student behavior in the desired positive way. 

Table 8. Quality of progress-based navigation: comparing the percentage of “good” navigational decisions 

 
Non-adaptive 

semesters 
Adaptive 
semesters 

Test 
statistics 

Graphical 
representation 

Metric-A 
(aggressive) 

M = .23 
Mdn = .18 
SD = .16 

M = .39  
Mdn = .30 
SD = .26 

t(68) = 3.14 
p = .002 
d = .76  

Metric-B 
(lenient) 

M = .55 
Mdn = .55 
SD = .17 

M = .69  
Mdn = .68 
SD = .18 

t(68) = 3.28 
p = .002 
d = .79  

7. Navigational Pattern Analysis 

While comparing student work with adaptive and non-adaptive versions, we noticed that 
typical QuizGuide sessions are both longer and more diverse than QuizPACK sessions (see 
Table 5). Students attempted more questions through QuizGuide and more frequently accessed 
material corresponding to different lectures within the same session. 

To take a closer look at the nature of these results, we performed a different kind of student 
activity analysis, taking into account lecture coverage included in all students’ actions. Every 
selection of a question was attributed to the lecture (learning goal) it belongs to. For example, 
Figure 15 visualizes over 5,500 attempts performed by students using QuizGuide (or 
QuizPACK) over the entire duration of the “adaptive” Semester 4. Fifteen lectures form the 
vertical axis. The time of the action is marked on the horizontal axis. 

We can detect three zones of activity on this plot. The zone “A” contains the “current” 
activity that students perform along the lecture stream of the course. It is fairly broad, since 
homework assignments and in-class quizzes introduce 1-2 weeks delay in shifting the students’ 
focus from previous topics. Zone “B” contains a period of preparation for the final exam. As 
could be expected, pattern of work with the system is completely different during the exam time: 
students extensively review the entire course material trying to maximize their overall 
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knowledge in the domain. Finally, zone “C” contains all actions that students performed during 
the regular part of the semester, for topics laying far from the “current” lectures. We were 
particularly interested in this zone. All actions here are not directly motivated by the “current” 
course situation, but rather initiated by the students themselves, possibly, in an attempt to bridge 
the existing gaps in the knowledge that should have been acquired earlier. 

 

Figure 15. Time distribution of all question answers submitted by students in Semester 4: Zone “A” – lecture 
stream, zone “B” – final exam cut, and zone “C” – self-regulated extra work with the material of earlier lectures 

We used two metrics to assess the intensity of students’ self-regulated extra activity: 
• C-ratio is the number of attempts in zone “C” made by the student divided by the 

total number of her attempts; 
• Goal distance is the average absolute distance between the learning goal, which is 

current at the time of a question attempt, and the learning goal to which the 
attempted question belongs (for this metric, we used zones “A” and “C” only). 

To evaluate the influence of QuizGuide on self-regulated extra work, we compared the 
non-adaptive (Semester 1&2) and adaptive (Semesters 3&4) based on these metrics. As shown 
by Table 9, both measures are significantly higher for the adaptive group. It means, during the 
semesters when QuizGuide was available, students were more willing to access quizzes lying 
beyond the current learning goal, in particular, quizzes from uncompleted past topics. 

Table 9. Self-regulated extra activity: comparing percentage of students’ attempts performed outside the current 
course focus and the average goal-based distance of students’ attempts 

 
Non-adaptive 

semesters 
Adaptive 
semesters 

Test 
statistics 

Graphical 
representation 

“C” ratio 
M = .20 

Mdn = .15 
SD = .26 

M = .28  
Mdn = .22 
SD = .23 

U = 812 
p = .026 
r = .23  
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Goal distance 
M = 5.89 

Mdn = 4.07 
SD = 6.48 

M = 9.56 
Mdn = 6.04 
SD = 9.82 

U = 811 
p = .027 
r = .23  

 
The observed effect can be explained by the fact that progress-based and prerequisite-based 

adaptive annotations generated by QuizGuide directed students’ attention to the material related 
to those earlier lectures, which were not understood and not sufficiently explored. The main 
stream of activity stays in the zone of recommended work (zone “A” on Figure 15), which is 
moving along class progress – topics are annotated as ready and current in the week they are 
presented. However, QuizGuide provides clear guidance to the past topics that are important to 
understand the current topics, but not have not yet been mastered: target color indicates the 
current topics prerequisites and the lack of arrows shows the insufficient level of knowledge. 
With this guidance, students struggling with a current topic can easily focus on its prerequisites 
that have not been well understood. The progress-based annotation can further motivate students 
to review the previous topics and earn annotations of higher levels. Thus, the navigation pattern 
analysis provides some evidence that a combination of progress-based and prerequisite-based 
adaptive annotations encourages students to return to past topics and to bridge the knowledge 
gap required to work successfully with the current ones. 

8. Evaluation of QuizGuide by Students 

Evaluation of an adaptive system by its users is a popular approach for assessing the 
perceived value of the system. Such evaluations are usually organized after the users completed 
the designated task, and take the form of questionnaires testing users’ opinion about different 
features of the system. The questionnaires need to be carefully designed in order for every 
question to elicit the intended piece of users’ opinion, and only one at a time. The results of such 
evaluation sometimes help validate the outcomes of other tests. In the case of QuizGuide, the 
positive attitude of students was one of the factors facilitating the success of the system. 

At the end of each semester, students were invited to take a set of questionnaires that asked 
them about various aspects of the course experience, including self-assessment quizzes. In 
Semester 3, once QuizGuide was introduced, we extended the questionnaire with new questions. 
More QuizGuide specific questions were added in Semester 4, after we processed the first 
dataset. Questions were designed using a five-point Likert scale. 

Answering the questionnaires was voluntary; therefore, only a part of students provided us 
with their opinions about the system. Furthermore, to ensure the reliability of their judgments, 
for the analysis we selected only answers from the students who used self-assessment quizzes 
sufficiently (more than 30 questions answered over the semester) and who tried the adaptive 
version at least once. The final dataset included answers from 19 students in Semester 3 and 13 
students in Semester 4. 

Table 10 shows the set of QuizGuide-related questions together with the results of one-
sample Wilcoxon signed rank test6 verifying whether an average student answer significantly 
differs from the neutral opinion. Questions 1-3 were available to the students of both Semesters 3 
and 4; these questions estimated student attitude toward general aspects of the system. Questions 

                                                
6 Student responses were not normally distributed, in addition, it is recommended in the literature to avoid using 
parametric statistical testing with ordinal data; therefore, we could not apply one-sample t-test. 
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4-8 were added only during the last semester; this set of questions asked student what they think 
about the adaptation mechanism of QuizGuide. As can be seen from the table, for all eight 
questions, student opinion about different features of QuizGuide was significantly positive (an 
average score was significantly greater then the neutral “No strong opinion” option). 

Table 10. Student answer to the questionnaires evaluating their opinion about QuizGuide. 

N Question 
Answers  

(0-4) 
Test 

statistics 
Graphical 

representation 

1 
Self-assessment quizzes served by 
QuizPACK/QuizGuide helped me during the 
course 

M = 3.34 
Mdn = 3.00 

SD = .77 

U = 371 
p < .001 
r = .88  

2 I preferred accessing self-assessment quizzes 
with adaptive guidance (through QuizGuide) 

M = 3.07 
Mdn = 3.00 

SD = .80 

U = 292 
p < .001 
r = .83  

3 I like the interface of QuizGuide 
M = 3.21 

Mdn = 3.00 
SD = .62 

U = 351 
p < .001 
r = .91  

4 I think the target-arrows icons in QuizGuide are 
informative 

M = 3.45 
Mdn = 3.0 
SD = .52 

U = 66 
p = .001 
r = .91  

5 I benefitted from adaptive annotation of topics 
in QuizGuide 

M = 3.09 
Mdn = 3.0 
SD = .83 

U = 62 
p = .005 
r = .80  

6 
Usually, I tried to pay more attention to the 
topics where I had fewer arrows and took 
quizzes belonging to those topics 

M = 2.73 
Mdn = 3.0 
SD = .79 

U = 41 
p = .012 
r = .70  

7 
Usually, I followed QuizGuide suggestions of 
the most relevant topic and took quizzes for the 
topic with an icon of the most intense color 

M = 2.82 
Mdn = 3.0 
SD = .98 

U = 33 
p = .018 
r = .65  

8 
Usually, the number of arrows on the target icon 
correctly reflected the level of my knowledge 
for the corresponding topic 

M = 2.82 
Mdn = 3.0 
SD = .87 

U = 41 
p = .012 
r = .70  

 
Figure 16 visualizes the ratios of student answers to the same set of QuizGuide-related 

questionnaire items. The percentage of positive or strongly positive responses ranges from 64% 
(question 7) to 100% (question 4). The percentage of negative responses ranges from 0% 
(questions 3 and 4) to 9% (questions 5-8). No single strongly negative opinion was reported for 
any of the questions. 
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Figure 16. Students’ subjective evaluation of QuizGuide topic-based adaptation. 

As the data show, 90% of students agree that work with self-assessment quizzes was 
helpful for them (Question 1). This nicely correlates with our previous findings that 
demonstrated several significant effects of self-assessment quizzes served by QuizPACK on a 
range of course performance parameters (Brusilovsky,Sosnovsky 2005b). 

Questions 2 and 3 assessed student perception of QuizGuide as a whole. Question 2 reveals 
that 79% of students preferred accessing self-assessment quizzes through adaptive QuizGuide. 
This number is a little higher than the objective usage parameters show. Question 3 shows that 
the interface of QuizGuide was appreciated by 90% of students despite (or, possibly, thanks to) 
its simplicity. 

The rest of the questions show that student attitude to the most critical features of 
QuizGuide was also very positive. All students (100%) agree that the target-arrows icons in 
QuizGuide are informative (Question 4) and 91% of students agree that adaptive annotation of 
topics with icons is helpful (Question 5). At the same time, while recognizing the value of 
adaptive annotations, the students do not always follow it as the system suggests. Only 73% 
agree that adaptive annotation causes them to take more quizzes for the topics with fewer arrows, 
i.e. follow progress-based navigation (Question 6); and only 64% agree that it causes them to 
take more quizzes for the current topics with bright blue icons, i.e. follow immediate goal-based 
navigation (Question 7). It indicates that some fraction of students prefer to make their own 
navigation choices while appreciating QuizGuide navigation support as informative and 
valuable. This data stresses the importance of flexibility provided by adaptive navigation support 
– it provides personalized guidance while leaving it to the students to make navigation decisions. 

The last questionnaire item (Question 8) is especially interesting to us, as an indicator of 
student opinion on the quality of topic-based UM. 73% of subjects believe that, usually, the 
number of arrows on the target icon correctly reflects the level of their knowledge for the 
corresponding topic. This means that, in spite of the fact that the objective analysis shows 
relatively low predictive validity of the implemented UM mechanism, students do not feel that 
the system misinterprets their knowledge. An even more surprising data comes from the 
students’ answers to the open question in the questionnaire. When asked to indicate the most 
problematic feature of QuizGuide, students have been provided with a set of options and also 
given the opportunity to suggest their own feature. Among the predefined options, there have 
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been the following two: “The system is too strict; I felt that I knew the material good enough 
before QuizGuide gave me 3 arrows” and “The system is too lenient. I felt that I got 3 arrows 
before I really understood the topic”. None of the students marked the “strict” option as a 
concern while four out of eleven students have indicated leniency as one of the problematic 
features of QuizGuide. It shows that students’ concerns about student modeling precision were 
rather opposite to our own concerns. Recall that in section 6.2 we discussed that the in contrast to 
BKT, our UM formula often underestimates the level of knowledge students have achieved 
(Figure 13), and, as a result, mastered topics tend to be annotated with lower-level knowledge 
icons. Yet, several students felt the opposite – they believed that the system was giving them 
higher-level annotations before they mastered the corresponding topics. Thus the tendency of our 
“teacher-inspired” modeling approach to underestimate student knowledge in comparison with 
BKT (that tends to overestimate it) might be a positive rather than a negative feature in the 
context of adaptive navigation support. It further stressed the importance to assess not just the 
quality of student models, but student perception of adaptation produced using this model. 

Overall, as the data shows, the students regarded the system and its main personalization 
features very positively, which is important from both conceptual and practical perspectives. 

9. Discussion 

The QuizGuide system is an attempt to build a practical educational solution that supports 
user-adapted access to educational content in the context of a real semester-long course. On the 
teacher side, QuizGuide relies on a minimalist approach to domain, student and content 
modeling, thus enabling easy and familiar authoring procedure. On the student side, its interface 
combines adaptive navigation support and open student modeling to attract student attention to 
the topics important at the moment. A straightforward personalization design applied in 
QuizGuide made it possible to implement adaptation layer as a lightweight value-added service, 
largely independent of the content being adapted. The practical value and a relative simplicity of 
implementation made this approach very attractive for extensive follow-up work. After its pilot 
in QuizGuide system for C programming, the approach has been successfully employed in other 
domains such as SQL (Brusilovsky et al. 2010) and Java (Hsiao et al. 2010) and embedded as 
one of the key approaches in generic navigation support systems (Yudelson 2010). This paper, 
however, presents the first attempt to look much deeper into this approach and applies a large 
arsenal of evaluation techniques to analyze it from multiple perspectives including: 

- the added value of adaptation (Section 5), 
- the quality of the models contributing to adaptation (Section 6), 
- the navigational behavior exhibited by the students in the presence of adaptation 

(Section 7) and 
- the aggregated subjective opinion that student form about the system (Section 8). 

9.1. QUIZGUIDE TOPICS: KNOWLEDGE COMPONENTS WITH SPECIAL FEATURES 

Similar to finer-grained concepts, the main purpose of coarse-grained topics used by 
QuizGuide is to represent elements of knowledge in the domain of discourse to serve as a basis 
for identification of the student’s understanding of corresponding learning material, and to 
support proper adaptation. However, the topic-based approach to knowledge modeling is 
different in several ways: 
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− Topics provide a means for learning material aggregation, instead of traditional 
indexing. As a result, the relationships between topics and pieces of learning content are 
“1-to-many” (e.g. one topic corresponds to many quizzes/questions) and topic-based 
“indexes” do not exceed manually manageable numbers. 

− Topics provide a natural approach for a classroom teacher to organize the course into 
logically separate units and assign appropriate pieces of content to them. Consequently, 
a classroom teacher can easily author a topic-based domain model while developing a 
course structure. 

− In adaptive systems, topics can play two roles: as knowledge components for the student 
modeling and content-based adaptation, and as interface elements for the content 
structuring and navigation. As the interface elements, topics allow the system to 
communicate to a student the organization of the domain, as well as the current state of 
the student model in familiar terms (the set, order, and titles of the topics reflect the 
structure and vocabulary of the course defined by the teacher), thus enabling meaningful 
knowledge-based navigation through the content. 

− Topics are coarse-grained; therefore, when relying on topic-based knowledge modeling, 
some sacrifice in the model precision is being made. At the same time, QuizGuide 
demonstrates that even such a coarse-grain approach to domain and student modeling 
can result in efficient adaptive interfaces that have a positive impact on several aspects 
of learning. 

− Topics are subjective. If comparing topic structures of the same course developed by 
different teachers, one can expect them to be quite different. The presence or absence of 
a single topic, the naming labels, the size of particular topics, the inter-topics relations, 
and the scope of the entire set can vary from one structure to another based on the 
personal decision made by a teacher. 

In summary, topics are unique knowledge components, which in the framework of adaptive 
learning, have some positive and negative features compared to smaller concepts. An important 
advantage of a topic is that, while ensuring sufficient adaptation quality, it provides the classroom 
teacher with a natural approach to adaptive content authoring and student progress tracking. 

9.2. EVALUATION RESULTS: THE ADDED VALUE OF ADAPTATION 

The most straightforward way to evaluate the added value of adaptation is to compare the 
adaptive version of the system with the non-adaptive one. Most often, such setup is implemented 
by turning off the adaptive functionality of the developed adaptive system. De Bra (2000) 
criticizes this approach, for being “not a fair comparison”. Indeed, the non-adaptive counterpart 
is often at disadvantage, since the original design of the system assumes adaptive functionality. 
In our case, such consideration does not hold, as the QuizPACK system providing the content 
was originally designed as a full-functioning application. The adaptive version of the evaluation 
setup consists of the QuizPACK-QuizGuide tandem, where QuizPACK serves the same set of 
questions/quizzes as in the non-adaptive mode and QuizGuide provides the adaptive navigation 
support. 

We have observed several effects of exposing students working with self-assessment 
quizzes to the topic-based adaptive navigation of QuizGuide: 

- Knowledge gain. On both metrics (normalized/absolute), work with QuizGuide resulted 
in significantly higher knowledge gain. An average student using adaptive interface for 
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accessing quizzes learnt about .5 sigma more than an average student using a non-
adaptive system. An average “adaptive” student is above 70% of the “non-adaptive” 
group, when it comes to knowledge gain. 

- Motivation and engagement. Students have worked with the self-assessment quizzes 
significantly more during “adaptive” semesters compared to the “non-adaptive” ones. 
This increase in motivation has been observed in terms of a multitude of parameters: 
they answered twice as many questions, covered twice as many quizzes and registered 
50% more sessions. The sessions themselves became 50% lengthier (in terms of 
attempts) and almost twice more diverse (in terms of quizzes and questions). The 
magnitude of the increase is considerably large; therefore, the motivation effect is likely 
to be one of the reasons for the learning effect.  

- Within system performance. Even though we did not register any difference between the 
adaptive and non-adaptive groups in terms of success ratio, we have found a significant 
effect of adaptation when compared students who primarily used QuizGuide and those 
who mostly accessed quizzes in the non-adaptive manner. QuizGuide did help students 
to choose topics more wisely and achieve a better success rate of their attempts. 

- Global navigational patterns. Another type of analysis that we performed looked closer 
at the course-wide picture of the students’ access behavior with and without adaptation. 
It turns out that in the presence of adaptation, students tend to work significantly more 
with the quizzes that lay behind the current topic (as per the course schedule). This 
navigational activity represents self-regulated extra work with the past learning 
material. QuizGuide uses several mechanisms to engage students into such activity. The 
lack of arrows on a topic icon and the special coloring of pre-requisite topic icons can 
inspire a student to spend more time with the relevant quizzes, even if the topic no 
longer belongs to the current learning goal of the course. 

9.3. EVALUATION RESULTS: LAYERED EVALUATION 

The topic-based adaptation of QuizGuide has had a number of positive effects on student 
learning and performance both within and outside the system. However, the unconventional 
simplified approach to domain, content and student modeling implemented in QuizGuide 
prompted for a deeper look into the quality of the models underlying adaptation, and the adaption 
method itself. The student logs collected in the system over the four consecutive semesters 
provided us with enough evidence to perform a set of educational data mining analyses of the 
three layers of QuizGuide personalization approach: 

- Topic-based domain modeling. From the point of adaptive educational research, the 
quality of a domain model is defined by its ability to support meaningful modeling of 
the learning process. When student mastery measured in terms of the elements of a 
domain model grows according to the power law of practice, one can say such a 
model represents the units of domain semantics on the psychologically appropriate 
level. The aggregate learning curves for QuizGuide topics demonstrate relatively 
poor fit by power function: R2 = .39. The follow-up analysis has shown that by 
reducing the size of the assessment unit we can achieve a much better fit (R2 = .70); 
similarly, by filtering out too difficult and too simple questions we also brought the 
topic-based learning curve much closer to the power function (R2 = .67). 

- Topic-based student modeling. We evaluated the knowledge modeling formula used 
by QuizGuide from the point of its predictive validity. In other words, we examined 
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how successfully the formula can predict the result of a student answer to the next 
question give a stream of his previous attempts to the questions of the same topic. 
We contrasted the results produced by the QuizGuide formal against Bayesian 
knowledge tracing (BKT), which is the most popular approach for student modeling. 
The QuizGuide formula has shown a significant effect when compared to the random 
prediction; however, it was also significantly outperformed by BKT. The most 
important problem of QuizGuide knowledge modeling method was its conservative 
nature toward acknowledging student progress. It was designed to simulate a teacher 
view on student performance, and required students to prove themselves on a 
substantial amount of questions constituting a topic before treating the topic as 
mastered. 

- Topic-based adaptive guidance. The main goal of the adaptation approach 
implemented in QuizGuide is to inform students about the current importance of 
topics and the utility of corresponding quizzes for their learning. The final decision 
about which topic to focus on lies with the students, as QuizGuide does not restrict 
their access in any way. Therefore, when evaluating the quality of QuizGuide 
adaptation, we tried to estimate how well the system supports them in this decision 
making and, consequently, how often they follow system’s suggestions. The analysis 
shows that, in the presence of adaptation student are making significantly more 
(about 15%) “good” navigational decisions, i.e., they focus significantly more on the 
topics that require additional work. 

9.4. EVALUATION RESULTS: EVALUATION BY STUDENTS 

In order to elicit the perceived value of QuizGuide, at the end of each semester, we 
administered a questionnaire asking students for their opinion on different features of 
QuizGuide. The overall result of this analysis is that, on every question, an average student 
answer was significantly positive. Students felt that QuizGuide helped them during the semester. 
They followed both the progress-based and the goal-based navigation support; and they believed 
that the adaptive annotations were informative and beneficial and, what especially important, 
correctly reflected their knowledge for the corresponding topics. A somewhat surprising result 
came from student answers to the open question: none of the students reported that QuizGuide 
underestimated their knowledge; on the contrary, several students though that, sometimes, 
QuizGuide awarded them with the high-level progress-based annotations too soon. This feedback 
provides considerable evidence that, student modeling and adaption in QuizGuide was perceived 
as appropriate and that a conservative nature of the “teacher-inspired” conservative modeling 
approach might be not a weakness, but rather a strength, in the explored context. 

9.5. SUMMARY 

The layered analysis of the QuizGuide topic-based personalization mechanism has shown 
that the selected topics do not support a high precision of the domain modeling (Section 6.1) and 
that the student modeling mechanism used in QuizGuide tends to underestimate student ability to 
solve questions (Section 6.2). Nevertheless, students were able to use QuizGuide effectively. 
They follow adaptive cues (Sections 6.3 and 7); they access more diverse set of topics (Sections 
7 and 5.3). In the presence of QuizGuide adaptation, they work more actively (Section 5.3), 
diversely (Section 5.3) and meaningfully (Section 5.2), and they learn significantly more 
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(Section 5.1).They trust topic-based modeling and guidance and believe that they benefit from it 
(8). Thus, from the pragmatic perspective, the adaptive system QuizGuide based on coarse-
grained topics has performed extremely well. 

This leaves us with two interesting questions to conclude the discussion. 
• Can the topic potential as modeling units be improved? 
• How does QuizGuide provide high-quality adaptation based on low-quality 

knowledge models? 
Improving modeling quality. There are two main sources of problems with QuizGuide 

topics as domain modeling units: topics covering too much learning material and questions with 
extreme difficulty values. More careful selection of topics that are more cohesive and smaller in 
size will improve the quality of a topic based domain model and the quality of knowledge 
assessment it can support. The problem of too difficult and too easy questions can be addressed 
either by designing questions with better assessment parameters, or by more careful 
manipulation of existing questions in order to match the current student ability and the difficulty 
of the questions. For example, questions within a topic could be ordered from easy to difficult 
during the authoring phase. Another solution could be an adaptive mechanism for selecting 
questions with the appropriate difficulty or navigating students to the right question within a 
topic (see (Sosnovsky et al. 2008) for an example). Finally, the system can simply inform 
students about question characteristics and rely on their judgment for proper question selection. 

From modeling to adaptation. When a student modeling component of an AES has 
problems with predicting the current state of learning, the effectiveness of the entire system is at 
risk. However, an important question to consider is – which prediction errors are more 
problematic in a given context. While BKT has proven to be more accurate than the QuizGuide 
formula, both methods have problems with predicting student ability to solve the next question, 
and the majority of their incorrect predictions lie on the opposite sides of the “perfect model”. 
QuizGuide formula has a higher miss rate (false negative rate) due to consistent underestimation 
of student ability. BKT, in its turn, has a higher fall-out (false positive rate) by overestimating 
student topic mastery. When these two types of errors are translated into adaptive navigation 
support decision, QuizGuide formula encourages students working more on the topics that they 
could have abandoned already, while BKT formula guides students away from the topics that 
they have not mastered yet. We believe that, in the adaptive hypermedia setting settings, the first 
type of modeling error is less dangerous. Moreover, the adaptive navigation support applied in 
QuizGuide was designed to match the conservative teacher-inspired approach. When translating 
the knowledge levels into navigational cues, QuizGuide compensated for the strict nature of its 
modeling formula by annotating any topic with a knowledge level higher than .5 with a 3-arrows 
icon. 

As a result, QuizGuide performed its task to guide students within a body of non-
mandatory educational content really well, with no negative effects of its conservative students 
modeling observed. Indeed, a potential drawback of unnecessary conservative progress 
annotation is that the students will have to go through redundant drilling, become bored and 
withdraw from the system. The in-class evaluation of QuizGuide has clearly shown that the 
student motivation was, in fact, remarkably increased. Moreover, the “playing it safe” approach 
of QuizGuide modeling formula might have been one of the reasons for students to stay with the 
system longer and achieve better results. In addition, during the subjective evaluation of the 
system, none of the students reported that the system underestimates their knowledge; in fact, 
some of them felt the opposite. Hence, while acknowledging that the original QuizGuide 
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modeling approach requires an improvement, we think that in the explored context, it served 
rather well. In general, an important argument can be made based on these results: while the 
quality of UM is among the critical factors for any adaptive application, on the practical level, it 
matters only when considered together with the adaptation approach employing the results of 
UM and translating them into adaptive decisions communicated to the users of the application. 

Specifically, the topic-based adaptive navigation support technology used in QuizGuide 
appeared to be a good match for the topic-based modeling approach. Adaptive navigation 
support is among the most flexible adaptation technologies. Unlike intelligent turning systems 
that seek to control interaction between the student and the learning material very closely and 
leave little freedom to the student, educational systems employing adaptive navigation support, 
do not restrict students access, but rather inform them about the next best move. Thus, accuracy 
of student modeling is less critical for them. It may be even an effective strategy to react to 
student progress with some delay, as QuizGuide does. In contrast, with the mastery-learning 
adaptation approach, for which BKT was originally developed, higher precision of BKT could be 
more important and its tendency to move students ahead faster than they deserve might prevent 
student frustration in this context where students can’t advance without system permission. 

10. Overview of Student Modeling in Adaptive Educational Systems 

AESs belong to the class of user-adaptive software systems (Schneider-Hufschmidt et al. 
1993). The key component of all systems in the class is the user model – a representation of 
information about an individual user that is essential for an adaptive system to provide the 
adaptation effect, i.e., to behave differently for different users. As a class, adaptive systems 
explored how to model a broad range of user features to deliver adaptation (Brusilovsky,Millán 
2007); however, each specific category of adaptive systems focus on the features that are most 
essential for this category to adapt to. For example, adaptive help systems focused on goal 
modeling, adaptive news systems explored interest modeling, and recommender systems 
perfected user taste modeling. In this spectrum, AESs achieved most of their known success by 
modeling user knowledge (Brusilovsky,Millán 2007). Moreover, this category of systems was 
both the first (Carbonell 1970) and the most successful in modeling user knowledge. As a result, 
models of user knowledge are frequently called student models, following the name that was 
originally used for this kind of models in the field of AESs (Self 1974).  

Surprisingly, the variety of student model types in the field is rather small. Early adaptive 
systems explored a range of interesting ideas from bug libraries (Brown,Burton 1978) to genetic 
graphs (Goldstein 1979), however, gradually the overlay student modeling approach originally 
suggested in (Goldstein,Carr 1977) emerged as most popular due its optimal combination of 
power and simplicity. Nowadays, the dominated majority of AESs use some form of overlay 
modeling.  

The key idea of the overlay student modeling is representing student knowledge as an 
overlay of a structured domain model, which, in turn, is perceived as a model of an “ideal 
student” or expert. A structured domain model decomposes the body of knowledge about the 
domain into a set of knowledge items (KI). These items can be named differently in different 
sources (rules, concepts, knowledge units, topics, knowledge elements, learning objectives, 
learning outcomes), but in all the cases they denote elementary fragments of domain knowledge 
or information. Depending on the domain, the application area, the nature of modeled 
knowledge, and the choice of the designer, KIs can represent larger or smaller fragments of 
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knowledge: from a relatively large chunk of knowledge (Papanikolaou et al. 2003) down to 
elementary facts (Oberlander et al. 1998; Carbonell 1970), rules (Corbett,Anderson 1995; Ritter 
1997), or constraints (Ohlsson 1992; Mitrovic 2003). In some systems, KIs could be connected 
by pedagogical relationships such as prerequisite (Henze et al. 1999; Weber et al. 2002; 
Papanikolaou et al. 2003) or semantic relationships such as "is-a" and "part-of" 
(Brusilovsky,Cooper 2002; De Bra,Ruiter 2001; Vassileva 1998). These relationships help 
improving both student modeling and personalization. In this context, QuizGuide uses a coarse-
grain domain model with 22 KIs called topics and prerequisite relationships between them 
(Figure 7). 

Representing student knowledge as an overlay of the domain model means that each 
individual student model maintains a separate estimation student knowledge/mastery level for 
each domain model KI. While the classic overlay models used a binary value (known – not 
known) to represent knowledge of each KI, modern systems used weighted overlay models that 
can distinguish several levels of user's knowledge about each KI. Historically, there are three 
popular forms of weighted overlay models: qualitative, simple numeric, and uncertainty-based 
that correspond to three approaches to UM and adaptation. Qualitative models represent 
knowledge of a KI as a qualitative value such as good-average-poor and are used mostly by 
systems with rule-based student modeling and adaptation components (Papanikolaou et al. 2003; 
Brusilovsky,Anderson 1998). Simple numeric models use quantitative estimates (for example, 
from 0 to 100) to represent the level of student knowledge (Brusilovsky et al. 1998; De 
Bra,Ruiter 2001). These models are explored by systems with simple algebraic approaches to 
knowledge modeling and propagation. The uncertainty-based models use different forms of 
uncertainty management such as Bayesian networks of fuzzy logics to model student knowledge. 
The user knowledge in these models are represented in the form dictated by the selected 
approach – most frequently, a probability that the user knows the KI (Henze,Nejdl 1999; 
Corbett,Anderson 1995; Conati et al. 2002). The QuizGuide student model presented in this 
paper is a good example of a simple numeric model, while the BKT approach used for 
comparison in Section 6.2 is a classic example of probabilistic student modeling 
(Corbett,Anderson 1995). 

Over the last 15 years, uncertainty-based models gradually evolved from being a curiosity 
to a dominated student modeling approach. This shift was caused by the increased availability of 
student log data that allowed data-driven tuning of various modeling parameters, which was the 
critical step to increase the quality of the process. Just like the overlay model evolved as a golden 
standard due to its combination of power and simplicity, BKT approach evolved as the most 
popular approach for probabilistic student modeling. While being less sophisticated that some 
advanced approaches such as Bayesian networks (Conati et al. 2002), it combines expressive 
power with an ability to learn from data. Being originally developed for modeling of student 
procedural knowledge of LISP, it has been successfully used for skill modeling in many domains 
from algebra (Koedinger et al. 1997) to genetics (Baker et al. 2011) and was more recently 
applied for modeling conceptual knowledge (Pirolli,Kairam 2013). Over the last 5 years, a 
number of interesting extensions over the original BKT were suggested to address some of the 
known problems of this approach (Baker et al. 2010; Pardos,Heffernan 2011; González-Brenes et 
al. 2014; Falakmasir et al. 2013), which, in turn, made this family of approaches more popular. 
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11. Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper presents the first attempt at in-depth investigation of topic-based personalization in 
the context of an educational system. We introduced the topic-based approach for student 
modeling and adaptation and presented its implementation in QuizGuide system. We also 
performed an extensive analysis of this implementation within several semester-long courses. 
The multiple evaluation techniques that we applied provided valuable data about the strengths 
and weaknesses of this approach and led to a number of interesting discussion points. We believe 
that the immediate results of our work, the variety of evaluation approaches that we applied, and 
the provided discussion could be valuable for the designers of practical AESs. At the same time, 
despite considerable volume of design and evaluation work, this research has a number of 
limitations that we will try to address in our future exploration of the topic-based approach. 

Broadening the scope. Although, the amount of the collected data used in this study is 
substantial, we recognize that it is designed around one subject domain, one set of topics, one 
type of content, one system and one adaptation technique. In order to draw more general and far-
reaching conclusions about the potentials of topic-based personalization, additional work needs 
to be conducted. We have started these efforts by implementing similar topic-based adaptation in 
two other programming domains (Java and SQL), and achieving similar learning and motivation 
effects. 

Assessing the authoring side. One of the main premises of the topic-based approach is its 
simplicity. Design of knowledge models based on aggregation of learning material into coarse-
grained and subjective topics is a relatively easy and familiar procedure for an average classroom 
teacher. However, in order to verify that an unprepared teacher can create a functional topic-
based model, a teacher-oriented authoring system for assembling topic-based adaptive courses 
should be built and a set of studies with third-party teachers should be conducted.  

In vitro versus in vivo evaluation. Running real classroom studies was important for us in 
order to assess the practical, ecologically valid impact of the topic-based personalization. Yet, 
the nature of the classroom study makes it hard to assess multiple individual factors that 
contribute to our approach. We believe that a set of controlled lab studies should be used to 
perform more accurate evaluation of the impact of the suggested technology as well as to 
compare different design options (such as different interface organization, different visual cues, 
etc.). 

With all these limitations, we believe that the amount of collected evidence is sufficient to 
recommend the topic-based adaptation approach for a broader use and hope that our paper 
provides sufficient guidance to those who would like to explore it in other contexts and fields. 
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